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DEAR READER,
We become so familiar with routine tasks, we soon begin to complete them
on autopilot, while thinking of other jobs we will move onto and starting
something else before we’ve even finished. Most of the time this causes
no problem but sometimes, this familiarity can be detrimental, leading to
mistakes. How often do we take a moment to consider whether how we
have always done something, is really the best way to do it? When I have
asked colleagues in the past how something out of my remit is done to
better understand the bigger picture, and with a fresh perspective asked
why it was done in that way and not this, I have been met with the reply,
“Well that’s the way it’s always been done?” To me that’s a red rag to a bull – I
am afraid I am THAT annoying person, interested in processes and why we
do things in a certain way and not others. Overthinking everything we do is
not an option when we need to just get the job done, but taking some time
to evaluate how we are doing even the simplest of tasks can be beneficial,
especially when technology is always evolving. In this issue, we look at
common mistakes and oversights regarding batteries, ignition and brakes
and provide step-by-step guides and diagnostic tips.
According to a What Car? magazine report, thousands of potentially
dangerous MOT failures were allowed back on the roads last year and
garages are to blame. AT’s Technical Editor Rob Marshall investigates and
asks if the accusation is fair and what we can learn from the findings.
We conclude the issue with a report on the British Motor Show and we mark
the end of the summer season with a reader competition – turn to page 6
for details on how to enter the cash prize draw.
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UK AFCAR FORMED TO CHAMPION RIGHTS
OF INDEPENDENT AFTERMARKET
A coalition of automotive trade associations and commercial
organisations has been formed to lobby the UK government
on upholding the rights of the independent aftermarket and
consumers in the post-Brexit era.
The UK Alliance for the Freedom of Car Repair (AFCAR) will
lobby across a number of policy issues, most notably the
Motor Vehicle Block Exemption Regulations (MV-BER), Vehicle
Type Approval (including access to Repair & Maintenance
Information) and Cybersecurity, alongside other issues that
affect the competitiveness of the automotive aftermarket and
freedom of choice for the motorist.
At a recent round table event with the Competition and
Markets Authority (CMA), UK AFCAR members highlighted
the effectiveness of the independent aftermarket and its
contribution to the UK economy, directly employing over
350,000 skilled staff in around 50,000 locations. Independent
repairers provide readily-available, cost-effective, local service,
consistently achieving the highest customer satisfaction
ratings.
The group will call on the UK Government for the aftermarket
to continue to receive independent and direct access to the
vehicle and its data, technical information, the ability to supply
spare parts that match or exceed original equipment quality,
and perform service, maintenance and repair (SMR) work
to vehicles as part of an open, competitive and transparent
marketplace.
The group is advocating that the ‘principles’ afforded to the
independent aftermarket under the Motor Vehicle Block
Exemption Regulations (MV-BER), which expires in 2023, should
be renewed with appropriate modernisation. These principles
also apply to the ‘repair and maintenance information’ (RMI)
requirements contained in the latest vehicle type approval

Regulation (2018/858), which specifically includes access to the
vehicle, its data and technical information.
While the MV-BER makes consumer choice possible, various
technical and market changes put the UK automotive
aftermarket at a disadvantage, which will be to the long-term
detriment of motorists, as well as vehicle and mobility service
operators.
UK AFCAR also reported to the CMA that more replacement
spare parts are being taken out of the competitive arena and
are being classified as ‘captive’ parts. In response to this it has
put forward several recommendations that promote greater
choice for the consumer, while at the same time providing
independent repairers with direct access to key vehicle
functions, including ADAS and EV systems.
Mark Field, IAAF Chief Executive, said: “The coming together
of such a wide group of trade associations and businesses
underlines what’s at stake for the automotive aftermarket.
Independent access to information, an effective parts
supply chain, competition and a vibrant Small and Medium
Enterprises (SME) landscape are critical to keeping millions of
vehicles roadworthy and ensures the consumer benefits from
choice and affordable mobility.”
Supporting AFCAR organisations: ABP (Association of
Bodyshop Professionals); GEA (Garage Equipment Association);
IAAF (Independent Automotive Aftermarket Federation); NTDA
(National Tyre Distributors Association); UKLA (UK Lubricants
Association); SMMT (Society of Motor Manufacturers and
Traders); the AA; AAG (Alliance Automotive Group); Halfords;
LKQ Euro Car Parts; Kwik-Fit, and the RAC.
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WORKSHOPS MUST PLAN FOR ACTIVITY PEAK
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Market analysts, GiPA UK, has published its quarterly
Aftermarket Pulse report, which shows that in
comparison to the same period in 2020, a double-digit
recovery in the market has been observed – but the
market is far from having recovered its 2019 activity
levels.

the pre-crisis market
level, GiPA asserts
it is paramount for
all workshops to
capitalise on every
opportunity between now and December 2021.

This decrease was to be expected because the MOT
exemptions for 6 months introduced in April 2020
structurally changed the aftermarket's seasonality. In
fact, of all the tests to be performed in 2021 about 40%
were carried out between January and June, and 60%
will be between July and December (this split was 53%
and 47% respectively before the COVID-19 outbreak). In
the months to come, to sustain a strong market upturn
compared to the disastrous 2020, and to aim to recover

GiPA UK General Manager, Quentin Le Hetet, says:
“The real challenge for the workshops will be during
the second half of the year as workshop will face
unprecedented volume of MOT tests to be carried out.
Levelling up their capacity is going to be challenging
when thinking of shortage of staff, pressure on the part
supply chain, and increased parts pricing due to raw
material price increases It is important to see every entry
as an opportunity and make the most of it.”

THE SEARCH FOR NEXT GARAGE STARS
The Motor Ombudsman has launched its 2021 Garage
Star Awards. Over the next six weeks, motorists can put
forward an individual or accredited business via the
nomination form on its website to win one of the eight
regional trophies on offer. Customers will be asked to write
a short account of how a person or independent garage
business has gone the extra mile to assist them on one or
more occasion during the past 12 months, and why they
think their chosen nominee should be considered for a
prize.
The judging panel will have the task of jointly selecting
a total of 11 winners in this year’s competition from a
shortlist of three entries per award compiled by The Motor
Ombudsman according to pre-defined criteria. For the
Garage Star Award categories, the panel will select eight
regional winners and the highly commended honours
in each of these geographical areas. The national Garage
Star Award trophy recipient, which can be a business or
individual, will then be chosen from this pool of eight
regional winners, and they will also receive a £500 voucher
in recognition of their achievement.
Bill Fennell, Chief Ombudsman and Managing Director
of The Motor Ombudsman, said: “It will be exciting to

see what this year’s submissions bring in terms of the
exceptional work and service delivered to customers by
our accredited businesses and individuals up and down
the country. We look forward to announcing the winners
in a couple of months’ time, and we expect it to be a very
close contest.”
Customer nominations can be submitted until 15 October
2021, and the winners of the 2021 Garage Star Awards will
be announced in November.
TheMotorOmbudsman.org/Awards

DPF DOCTOR NETWORK REPORTS HUGE RISE
IN DPF DAMAGE
The DPF Doctor Network of leading DPF diagnostics
specialists is reporting a huge increase in terminally
damaged DPF units, at huge cost to the motorist.
In many cases, this damage is caused by over use of
additives or too many forced regenerations. DPF Doctor
founder Darren Darling will be discussing this issue in the
next issue of Autotechnician.
In this brief video, Mike Schlup, MD at Kalimex the UK
distributors for JLM, explains more:
https://autotechnician.co.uk/dpf-doctor-networkreports-huge-rise-in-dpf-damage/

INDUSTRY
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READER CASH PRIZES UP FOR GRABS!
Simply email Nicola@autotechnician.co.uk, with the subject header
‘September cash prize’ by Monday 20th September for a chance to win
one of four £50 cash prizes. Treat your family & friends to an end of
summer BBQ on us!

CATALYTIC CONVERTER THEFT: POLICE SEEK SUPPORT FROM WORKSHOPS
The SmartWater Group, creator of forensic asset marking
solutions, is spearheading a new police-backed, national
scheme to deter the theft of catalytic converters and other atrisk components from UK vehicles.
In a recent trial with the National Infrastructure Crime
Reduction Partnership (NICRP) and the British Transport Police
(BTP), a reduction of 57% was recorded in catalytic converter
thefts over a five-month period. MOT test centres, garages and
workshops, are now invited to become accredited registration
hubs for a national database, creating an additional revenue
stream and ensuring all car owners can protect their vehicle
components from being targeted by criminals.
Around 30% of all UK car thefts are geared towards stealing
catalytic converters as market prices for precious metals
continue to rise. This simple, cost effective ten-minute process,
which any garage could offer customers, is now available to
deter these crimes. With the vehicle on the ramp, a special
SmartWater high temperature product is applied with a brush
and the unique formula reference number is logged on the
database against the vehicle registration number.

The ‘National Asset Database’ is operated by the SmartWater
Group’s Centre for Infrastructure and Asset Protection on
behalf of the police, ensuring that any recovered stolen parts
can be identified and traced back to the specific vehicle they
were taken from. National Infrastructure Crime Reduction
Partnership lead and BTP Superintendent, Mark Cleland, said:
“While arrests continue to be made, it is the preventative
approach through the forensic marking of catalytic converters
that gives motorists the opportunity to protect their property
and stop the crime in the first place.”
Unlike the etching of serial numbers, which can be clearly
seen by the criminals and removed easily by simply scrapping
with a screwdriver, SmartWater is invisible to the naked eye
but glows yellow under UV light. Any attempt to scrap it off by
the criminal risks spreading incriminating evidence onto their
clothes, tools and location. SmartWater scientists only need a
speck to identify which vehicle the components belonge to.
Any MOT, auto service centre or car dealership interested in
being appointed as a Registration Centre should visit www.
smartwater.com/join.

NGK SPARK PLUG’S ‘ECO VISION’ TARGETS
CARBON NEUTRALITY
NGK Spark Plug has set itself the goal of achieving carbon
neutrality by 2050.

INDUSTRY

It has established the ‘Eco Vision 2030’, based on the
United Nations’ ‘Sustainable Development Goals’, which
sets milestones for where the company wants to be by the
end of this decade and beyond.
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The impacts which the company’s day-to-day operations
and products have on both society and the business
were analysed and four main issues, considered to have a
greater impact, were selected and given numerical goals.
These were ‘Responding to Climate Change’, ‘Expanding
Environmentally Friendly Products’, ‘Conserving Water
Resources’, and ‘Waste Management’.
In the category of ‘Responding to Climate Change’, the
company is aiming to achieve a 30 percent reduction in
CO2 emissions compared to 2018 figures, by 2030. To do
this, business activities that contribute to a decarbonised
society are being given precedence. The company has

already made significant headway in its development of
Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) technology. This will provide
even further benefits in the future when carbon-free
hydrogen can be used as fuel.
www.ngkntk.com/uk

BECAUSE YOU CAN’T
FIX EVERYTHING
WITH A HAMMER
DON’T WORRY AND LET US
REMANUFACTURE YOUR
ELECTRONIC CAR COMPONENTS
Cost effective & Reliable
WWW.ACTRONICS.CO.UK
01206 849920

ABS units • ACC • Body Control Units • ECUs • Info displays •
Instrument Clusters • LED headlights • TCUs • Throttle Bodies • Turbo actuators • Other parts

Join us for
Autotechnician’s
Big Weekend in
November
autotechnician is gearing up for the return
of its Big Weekend event on Friday 26th and
Saturday 27thNovember, to be held at Delphi
Technologies’ training workshop in Warwick
Unique content will be delivered each day by workshop
owners, independent trainers and sponsors, providing
insights into the latest technologies to enter the independent
workshop – including Hybrid & EV and ADAS – as well as
practical tips on diagnosing and repairing systems seen in the
workshop every day.
Speakers include scoping master Andy Crook, EV specialists
Matt Cleevely and Peter Melville, workshop owner/trainer Dave
Massey and DPF Doctor founder Darren Darling.
One and two-day tickets are available now at https://
autotechnician.co.uk/training and at a reduced rate thanks
to sponsor subsidies – just £79 for a one-day ticket and twoday tickets are priced £129. Numbers are strictly limited, so
early booking is advised.

AUTOTECH 2021

Social distancing measures will be in place and tickets will be
fully refunded if the event is unable to run due to COVID-19
restrictions. Each day will begin at 9am and close at 4.30pm
– one and two-day passes are available, with unique content
being delivered by trainers each day.
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FRIDAY 26th November
• Andy Crook, GotBoost Training
Scoping session: Techniques to pinpoint faults
• Delphi Technologies
ADAS in action
• Pete Melville, HEVRA
Electric vehicle overview
• ACtronics introduction
Component remanufacturing service
• febi introduction
Parts programme & technical guidance
• Matt Cleevely, Cleevely Motors
Taking on EV repairs
• Dave Massey, ADS Preston
Customer communications

Saturday 27th November
• Andy Crook, GotBoost Training
Scoping sessions: Math channels
• JLM Lubricants, Darren Darling
The correct use of additives
•V
 arta
Battery technology & testing
• Pete Melville, HEVRA
EV typical faults & Fixes
• Matt Cleevely, Cleevely Motors
Taking on EV repairs
• ZF
8HP Transmission Technology
• Dave Massey, ADS Preston
Customer communications

Big Weekend
tickets are
on sale now!
Taking place on Friday 26th &
Saturday 27th of November
at Delphi Technologies, Warwickshire

Join us for two days of unique content delivered by workshop owners,
independent trainers, and Autotech sponsors
We will be providing insights on the latest technology to enter your workshop including Hybrid, EV and ADAS and
practical tips on diagnosing and repairing systems seen in your workshop each day.
You will also have the opportunity to network with like-minded workshop owners/technicians and meet our
speakers and sponsors to discuss your individual needs and concerns.
Speakers confirmed include Andy Crook, Matt Cleevely, DPF Doctor founder Darren Darling, David Massey and Peter
Melville.

The Big Weekend will take place Friday 26th and Saturday 27th November at Delphi Technologies training facility
in Warwickshire. Both one and two-day tickets are available to purchase at www.autotechnician.co.uk/training and
heavily subsidised by our sponsors.

• One day ticket: £79.00 plus VAT • Two day ticket: £129.00 plus VAT
We look forward to seeing you there!
AUTOTECH 2021 is sponsored by:

*Tickets will be limited and fully refundable if COVID restrictions are implemented

Media Partner:

Case study: ABS fault

Figure 1: The battery bus bar
connection to the main electrical
feeds was heavily corroded

By Des Davies, Top Gear Motor Services
Vehicle: VW Golf mk4 2.0 2000
Mileage: 98,710
A customer brought the Golf into the workshop as the ABS
light was illuminated on the dash, as well as a ‘STOP’ and brake
fault indicator lights. No previous work had been undertaken
apart from a recent battery replacement and the vehicle had
not been driven much due to Covid 19 restrictions.
My first task was to confirm the faults with the ignition switch
on, then conduct a quick visual check of the ABS system to
check for anything missing, loose or damaged – it all looked
good.

CASE STUDY

I then scanned the whole system looking for faults, to gather
live data and have a direction to work on. The fault codes
generated were:
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ABS fault codes 01276, ABS Hydraulic Pump (V64): Signal
Outside Specifications
& 00668, Supply Voltage Terminal 30: Signal Outside
Specifications
I had seen code 00668 come up on a few occasions with some
other systems, so I decided to check the battery voltage and
condition. As you can see in Figure 1, the battery bus bar
connection to the main electrical feeds was heavily corroded

and when the voltmeter was connected to the terminal and
along the bus bar the voltage readings were fluctuating
between millivolts and around 6-8V. Could this be my
problem? A nice easy fix… no such luck!
I removed the terminals and bus bar, cleaned, replaced and
retested and had 12.4V on my multimeter. I cleared all the
codes only for all the lights on the dash to reappear, followed
by the codes.
I checked all the fuses to the ABS and electrical circuits that
were on top of the battery – there were three ABS fuses and
five battery supply fuses. On testing these, I had 12.4V either
side of the fuses, indicating good supply voltage.
I needed a wiring diagram of the ABS circuit to check the
power and grounds to the ABS ECU, see Figure 2. Due to

www.sealey.co.uk
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136pc Mechanic’s Tool Kit

11pc Hammer-Thru Screwdriver Set
• Contoured, textured handles
with hammer caps.
• Contents: Slotted; 6 x 38, 5 x 100, 6 x 125,
8 x 150, 8 x 200, 10 x 200mm,
Phillips; #2 x 38, #1 x 75, #2 x 100,
#2 x 150, #3 x 150mm.
• Model No. AK4933
• List Price £64.95

Exc.
£39.95 VAT
Inc.
£47.94 VAT

Model No.
SPR001

Power Speed Ratchets

Model No.
SPR002

• The Sealey Power Speed Ratchets combine the
high torque of a traditional hand ratchet with
the faster efficiency of an electric power tool,
providing working speeds 10-20 times quicker
when tightening/loosening fasteners.
• No-load speed 200rpm saving the time and
fatigue of a traditional hand ratchet wrench.
Model No. Maximum Torque List Price
SPR001
SPR002

• Comprehensive range of frequently used
hand tools.
• 1/4” and 1/2”Sq drive 72-Tooth offset
comfort grip ratchet wrenches.
• Includes 1/4”, 3/8” and 1/2”Sq drive sockets,
hex keys, spanners,
screwdrivers, pliers,
Exc.
VAT
bits and accessories.
Inc.
• Model No. AK7980
VAT
• List Price £299.95

244Nm (Manual),
1Nm (Electric)
610Nm (Manual)
1Nm (Electric)

Exc. VAT

Inc. VAT

£219.95

£164.95 £197.94

£229.95

£169.95 £203.94

Combination Spanner Set Anti-Slip
12pc Platinum Series

6pc Mini
Pliers Set

£189.95
£227.94

• Model No. AK63946
• List Price £74.95

£54.95
£65.94

Exc.
VAT
Inc.
VAT

8pc Impact Socket Adaptor Set

• Contents: End Cutters, Side Cutters, Combination Pliers,
Bent Nose Pliers, Long Nose Pliers, Needle Nose Pliers.
• Model No. AK8381
• List Price £41.95

12W Lithium-ion
Rechargeable
Soldering Iron

Visit our website to enter our latest competitions.
OFFERS WILL BE WITHDRAWN WHEN STOCK IS SOLD. PRICES EXCLUDE
VAT UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO CHANGE
PRODUCTS AND PRICING AT ANY TIME, E & OE. *PLEASE REFER TO WWW.
SEALEY.CO.UK/GUARANTEE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON GUARANTEES.

• Model No. AK5900B
• List Price £46.95

Exc.
£29.95 VAT
Inc.
£35.94 VAT

OUT NOW!

• Model No. SDL10
• List Price £61.45

Exc.
£26.95 VAT
Inc.
£32.34 VAT

Exc.
£44.95 VAT
Inc.
£53.94 VAT

NEW CATALOGUE

Even bigger and better than ever,
our 2021/22 edition includes over
11,900 products designed for use
in the trade - including over 2,800
brand new products!
Don’t miss out and order your
FREE copy on our website now.

WORK.
LEARN.
INFORM.
LuK, INA and FAG innovative precision components and systems
are not only fitted by leading vehicle manufacturers, they are
also the first choice of professional mechanics.
But Schaeffler is about more than just OE parts, we are also
the ‘Repair Experts’, with a dedicated technical team to
back up our world class products with world class service,
training and tools - such as REPXPERT. REPXPERT is our free
workshop knowledge portal, with built-in TecDoc catalog,
TecRMI fitting guides and specs, labour times, bonus shop
and lots more.
There is also a REPXPERT app, which makes finding the info
you need even easier with its unique VIN and barcode scanning
function - which can also scan bonus vouchers, making points
collection quick and simple.
Download now, or register at www.repxpert.co.uk

!

Updated scanning
function reads VIN
numbers, barcodes
and bonus vouchers

Figure 2: Des checked
the power and
grounds to the ABS
ECU following the ABS
wiring diagram

and grounds to the ABS ECU before I condemned it as the
corrosion could have got inside the ECU and damaged it.
There were two grounds going back to the battery and two
power cables from the fuses, which were battery lives and an
ignition live, plus an input from the brake pedal switch.

Illuminating faults with a test light
I used my trusted test light to check the two grounds pins 28
and 8 at the ABS ECU and connected to battery live and the
ground cables – the test light illuminated brightly on both
cables indicating good grounds.
I then used my multimeter on both the battery live cables pins
25 and 9, the ignition on cable pin 4 and the brake pedal signal
cable pin 18. I found 12.2V on pin 4 ignition on, and 12.1V at
pin 18 when the brake pedal was depressed. There was a 0V
reading at each of the cables pins 25 and 9 – not good, as
these were battery lives.

access issues on this car, I found it was easier to remove the
ABS ECU connector to test it rather than to probe the wires.
On disconnecting the connector, I found green corrosion on
the terminals, see Figure 3, moisture was getting in from
somewhere, was this my problem?
I cleaned the terminals the best I could with a small wire brush
and electrical contact cleaner and the terminals cleaned up
rather well. I could not take the connector apart to check the
connectors as this one had a sealed connector, according to a
VW specialist.
I then removed the connector for the ABS pump motor, see
Figure 4, which was a separate connector, red pin 2 and
black pin1 wires, and used an ohmmeter to check the pump
windings which should be 1Ω. However, it gave a higher
resistance reading and was outside the manufacturer’s
specification, indicating a problem.
I reconnected the connector but the lights and fault codes
remained, I then carried out an actuator test on the ABS pump
motor and it operated correctly, which I did not expect due
to the higher resistance value. I needed to check the power

On a closer inspection
of the connector that
comes from the fuses, Figure 4: Des removed the connector
for the ABS pump motor and used an
I realised they were
ohmmeter to check the pump windings
both corroded and
damaged. I repaired
and reconnected the terminals then refitted the ABS ECU
connector. I probed the terminals at the ABS ECU battery lives
and now had 12.2V.
I cleared all the codes and then checked the dash – the lights
had all switched off and the codes had disappeared. I took the
vehicle out for a road test and the ABS and STOP and brake
fault indicators remained off – the vehicle was now fixed. The
customer was made aware of the high resistance ABS pump
motor which could be a future problem.
If you have the right information, knowledge of the
system, and the correct tools and equipment, it is far
easier to diagnose faults and to rectify them. There is no
correct way to start any diagnostic tests, but we need to
work in a logical manner. The results of any tests we carry
out on any system determines the next test we need to do
to complete the diagnosis and have a correct analysis of
the system.

CASE STUDY

Figure 3: On disconnecting the connector, Des found
green corrosion on the terminals

I then disconnected the cables at the fuse connectors and the
ABS ECU connector
and placed a 21W
bulb to each using
my breakout leads to
prevent damaging
the electrical
terminals, ground
at the disconnected
connector and power
probed the fuse side
of the disconnected
cable. The bulb lit up
brightly, indicating
both wires were not
faulty.
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4Focus
ROB MARSHALL TAKES A LOOK AT NEW CAR TECHNICAL
INNOVATIONS

HONDA JAZZ – E:HEV
Writing about the latest Honda technology is a little poignant,
considering the company's imminent departure from UK
manufacturing. By the time you read this, Honda's Swindon
factory is likely to have been handed over formally to a logistics
firm, ending a relationship that started in 1979, overseen by its
founder, Soichiro Honda, a real Anglophile.
Looking to its future away from British car assembly, Honda's
current car strategy rests on e:TECHNOLOGY, with e:HEV
being the high-voltage hybrid denotation. Despite Honda
announcing that the 2022 Civic will be launched with hybrid
technology, we see e:HEV on current production Hondas
already, including the Jazz, CR-V and HR-V models.
While the next-generation Civic's specifications have yet to be
revealed, the following information applies to the current Jazz.
e:HEV comprises a 1.5-litre, 72Kw petrol Atkinson cycle engine,
with an impressive maximum engine thermal efficiency
of 40.5%. Yet, even the best combustion engine is far from
efficient, hence the scramble to high-voltage electrification,
and so e:HEV combines the engine with two electric motors:
one for electricity generation (70kW), the other for propulsion
(80kW).
The engine powers a generator that charges a battery pack but
it can be connected and disconnected mechanically from the
drive wheels with a clutch. This means that the engine cannot
stray from its most efficient RPM by wheel speeds.

When operating in 'pure EV' mode, the battery pack provides
sufficient power for the propulsion motor to drive the wheels
in low-load conditions with the engine switched off. Hybrid
mode means that the engine is running to provide more
power to the battery so that the propulsion motor receives
sufficient current. The engine can also drive the road wheels
directly, when the connecting clutch is closed. This last point
makes Honda's system different to a Series Hybrid (such as a
range extender), where the engine's sole purpose is to charge
the battery.
e:HEV has more in common with Series-Parallel hybrids, a
layout that is used on other cars, although the Honda e:HEV
employs neither a gearbox, nor a planetary reduction gear in
the transaxle, to keep drivetrain friction losses to an absolute
minimum.

NISSAN LEAF – DREAM DRIVE

NEW CAR TECH

Silence is certainly not golden in every situation. Devoid of noise associated
with internal combustion, EVs are mandated to emit synthetic sounds
to warn pedestrians of their presence. Yet, Nissan discovered another
issue. After finding that 51% of parents undertake special car journeys
to lull their infants to sleep, 62% of which do so more than once weekly,
it also discovered that successful snoozing was caused not by vehicle
movement but, predominately, by the hypnotic soothing frequencies
from internal combustion engines.
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According to Nissan's Noise and Vibration Development Manager, “Although an electric vehicle, like the Nissan LEAF, is a
more environmentally considerate choice for ‘dream driving’; the quiet soundscape of an EV might not be as effective as
internal combustion engine (ICE) cars. Combustion engines transmit a sound frequency, a combination of white, pink and
brown noise – varied in tone – creating an orchestral soundscape that is especially soothing and comforting to young
children.”
So, in collaboration with Sound Designer and Sleep Coach, Tom Middleton, Nissan has created ‘Dream Drive’, the world’s
first ‘zero-emission lullaby’. Consisting of five three-minute audio tracks, the soundscape is played through the stereo to
mimic the peaceful audio frequencies of a combustion engine.
The recordings include all of the elements that might be encountered on a typical drive cycle, including sounds emitted
from keys, direction indicators, air conditioning, engine start, interior fabrics and, of course, those associated with
accelerating and decelerating.
Dream Drive is available on Apple Music, Spotify, SoundCloud, YouTube and Deezer. It can be streamed via: https://
lifetracks.lnk.to/NissanLEAFDreamDrive.

MERCEDES-AMG SL –
COMPOSITE ALUMINIUM
STRUCTURE
While not yet launched at the time of writing,
Mercedes has high hopes for its forthcoming
SL. Developed by its AMG high-performance
division, the car drips with technology, boasting
mild-hybrid six and eight-cylinder engines and
including four-wheel drive for the first time in
the model's history – a heritage that stretches
back to the gullwing-doored 300SL of 1952.
Interestingly, the original's gullwing doors were
not created for marketing reasons but were an
engineering compromise that resulted from
the original spaceframe structure. Although Mercedes-Benz did its best,
with the materials available at the time, to produce a lightweight and stiff
structure, its shape dictated that conventional doors were unfeasible.
Yet, the latest car is not bound by such restrictions and its new bodyshell
(pictured alongside the 300SL's original spaceframe) boasts a variety
of materials. For example, aluminium underpins the main floorpan
chassis members. Magnesium reinforces the fascia panel support and
the front end is made from a glass fibre and carbon mix. As the SL
will be available solely with a folding fabric roof, the high-strength tubular steel
windscreen frame also forms part of the rollover safety system.
Interestingly, cast aluminium is employed in certain areas, through which significant impact forces are transferred in an
accident. To save weight but not crash performance, cast panels can have their thicknesses varied in production, so parts of
the panel can be engineered to be more rigid. This may seem pointless but the reward is reduced mass, because the basic
bodyshell weighs only 270kgs. Mercedes-AMG also claims that the body is 18% stiffer than the outgoing AMG GT Roadster
and between 40 and 50% more rigid.

AUDI RS 3 – TORQUE SPLITTER
Limited Slip Differentials on performance cars of
the past made a decent effort of discouraging
maximum torque to be sent to the wheel with
the least grip. By being limited, however, they
were not perfect. Not only did a loss of grip
between the trye and road have to occur before
the system reacted but also 'LSDs' could only
divert a proportion of torque available.

The upcoming 2.5-litre 400bhp RS 3 is reputed to
be the last non-high voltage Audi performance
model and, possibly, the last one to use the renowned five-cylinder petrol unit that has
origins in the mid-1970s. The RS 3's torque splitter rear differential unit is interesting,
because, while it retains a crown wheel and pinion, it loses the traditional gear carrier
assembly and replaces the bevel gears with two wet clutch packs and associated
electric actuators. These features enable it to transfer all of the power available to the
rear axle (a maximum of 50% total torque) to a single wheel.

NEW CAR TECH

Naturally, electronics, CAN bus communication
and refinement in clutch plate technology has
seen a new breed of differentials evolve. Many
manufacturers refer to these types as 'torque
vectoring' units, which can be proactive and
direct virtually all available drive to the wheel(s)
with the most grip.
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Defending the tester
According to a What Car? magazine report,
thousands of potentially dangerous MOT
failures were allowed back on the roads
last year and garages are to blame. Yet,
Rob Marshall questions if the accusation
is fair and what we can learn from the
findings.
The media loves a bit of garage-bashing and What Car?
magazine's concerning claim that MOT Testers pass one in
seven cars that should have failed makes for an attentiongrabbing but worrying headline.
By not upholding government testing standards, the magazine
claims (www.whatcar.com/news/mot-test-garages-passone-in-seven-cars-that-should-fail/n23179) that safetycritical faults are being missed and recommends its readers
'shop' garages to the DVSA, if they think that the tester is being
too lenient. It is hardly doing the garage sector a positive
public-relations service...

Solid evidence
Yet, the article was not founded on sand. Through a Freedom
of Information request, What Car? obtained a copy of the
DVSA's 2019-2020 MOT Compliance Survey, the purpose
of which is to evaluate whether tests are being conducted
correctly, or not. For this, the DVSA retested a random sample
of 1,671 vehicles from all over Great Britain. The result saw the
authority disagree with the original assessment in almost 17%
of cases.
The What Car? analysis concludes that, by extrapolating the
DVSA's findings across the UK's car fleet, almost 3 million
vehicles should have been repaired and retested last year
before being driven on the road again. Now, some might say
that applying this calculation is creative accounting but, to be
fair to the publication, it followed-up its findings with some
of its own research that found almost 12% of 1,425 used car
buyers surveyed knew of a local garage with a repute for giving
MOT passes to cars that should have failed.
However, no evidence of this was provided in the article and it
could be argued that the general public does not understand
fully what the MOT is for. Helpfully, What Car? emphasised
that the MOT Test is not a guarantee that the car is safe. Even
so, it would have been helpful if it had informed its readers
that MOT Testers' hands are tied to an extent, especially as
no dismantling is permitted and that the inspection is very
different to routine maintenance.

are improving – a fact that the What Car? feature does not
mention. Interestingly, DVSA also revealed that there has been
a slight increase in vehicles being judged too harshly by testers,
something it plans to address.

A difference of opinion
Even so, cars are still passing the MOT, when they should have
failed and this situation cannot be ignored. The question is
whether this is down to genuine tester incompetence, which is
a fair conclusion that an innocent reader could reach from the
What Car? editorial, a difference in opinion, or even fraud?

"The WhatCar? analysis
concludes that... almost
3 million vehicles should
have been repaired and
retested last year before
being driven on the road
again"

MOT

The DVSA told What Car? that the MOT compliance survey
is designed to identify problems with MOT testing, so they
can be corrected. However, the DVSA told AT that the 20192020 data shows a reduction in vehicles being passed
incorrectly, compared to previous years, proving that testers

The 2019-2020 MOT Compliance
Survey has been given a negative
spin in the mainstream media; AT
seeks to redress the balance
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"A large proportion of the defects and differences found from
this survey are of low risk to road safety."

Continuous improvement

Testers are still making errors of judgement; further training in
assessing wear in brakes, steering and suspension components is a
good idea.

While brake performance and tailpipe emission performance
rely on verifiable measured data, we all know that the
assessment of many other items is subjective, especially in
borderline cases. One tester might be cautious and use the
word 'excessive' to judge deterioration of a specific part,
whereas another professional may give the component the
benefit of the doubt and record an advisory/minor fault,
instead of a major defect.
We posed these questions to the DVSA, which admitted that
the data from the survey showed that, in almost 90% of cases,
the outcome was indeed down to differences if opinion. As a
result, disciplinary action was taken only in 1% of the MOT Tests
surveyed. Undermining the What Car? claims about potentially
dangerous vehicles being allowed back on the roads by
garages, the DVSA admitted to AT that the results show that:

The DVSA views its connected equipment push as removing
an element of decision making from the tester, which will help
to reduce differences in professional opinions. As this gear
uploads measured values directly to the MOT digital service,
the DVSA says that it reduces errors and enables it to build a
database. Yet, maybe it is too early to conclude that connected
equipment is making a difference. Taking emissions as an
example, the fact that noise, emissions and leaks together
comprised fewer than 4% of the 2019-2020 MOT Compliance
Survey disparities may mean that the connected strategy
is working. Yet, braking systems represented the biggest
discrepancy and so we should expect the figure to reduce in
future surveys, as connected RBTs become more widespread.
Even so, connected hardware will not help testers with visual
assessments of pads and disc, for example, which the DVSA
revealed were the most common areas in which testers were
making misjudgements...
Suspension system components presented the second most
common discrepancy between VTS and DVSA opinions, with
pins, bushes and coil springs being the most popular items.
Steering issues focussed mainly around ball joints, including
track rod ends. Therefore, it is hard to see how connected
equipment alone will help improve tester assessments in these
most popular areas.

Carrot, not stick
It is probably unreasonable to accuse the DVSA of 'tester
bashing', including those that participated in the survey.
Where a problem has been discovered, the DVSA told AT that
it would have provided advice to both the tester and the VTS
about wear limits and would have suggested that the garage
conduct training and quality control tests to support the tester.
The agency also revealed that the survey shows that
it needs to continue its work with the garage industry
to improve test quality. It highlights its philosophy of
continual improvement both regarding the online MOT
Test manuals and the digital application that is used by
testers.

DVSA'S 2019-2020 FINDINGS & ACTIONS

MOT

The 2019-2020 MOT Compliance Survey saw the
DVSA issuing 179 advisory warning letters to the
visited VTS and 24 disciplinary action recordings.
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The DVSA found that braking system misdiagnosis
was the most common (almost 18%), followed
by suspension (14.6%), then tyres (13.2%), lights
(11.5%), with visibility, emissions, bodywork,
steering, seat belts and vehicle ID being between 1
and 3% respectively.
While connected test equipment may help enhance test accuracy,
the MOT remains a labour intensive procedure and garages need
to ensure that testers are being kept up-to-date.

Business
Opportunities
Are you prepared for
the MOT wave?
The new MOT wave is on its way, bringing with it a sea of
prospects for garages. That’s why we’ve created our Business
Opportunities guide to support you in unlocking your business’
full potential.

Find out about the services that might benefit your business,
in our latest guide on Omnihub.

MOT replacement items & services
MOT WAVE IS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR THOSE
WHO ARE PREPARED
The last 18 months have turned the traditional MOT demand
curve on its head but after the initial uncertainty this caused last
year, there is now significant opportunity on the horizon, says
LKQ Euro Car Parts.
Nearly three quarters of MOTs that were due in the first months
in the pandemic were deferred to the autumn, and will soon
be due again, on top of those that have always fallen later in
the year. With demand set to spike, Anthony McAteer, trading
director at LKQ Euro Car Parts, outlines the opportunity for
garages and explains how to prepare.
Anthony said: “We expect that demand for MOTs will begin to
surge come September – garages that get ahead of the wave
will be best placed to manage demand and maximise revenue.
“A simple first step is getting in touch with customers whose
tests are due in the coming weeks. Not only does this allow you
to plan resource in the most effective way; spreading out the
work is a great way to get more tests booked in overall.
“Data and technology have a big role to play in helping to map
out demand, too. Solutions like HaynesPro allow garages to
accurately estimate labour costs and identify the right parts,
making it easier to manage capacity and cashflow during times
of high demand. Our Garage Management Solution, CarSys, is
fully integrated with HaynesPro – and has stock management,
parts ordering and quoting and invoicing features to streamline

“We’re committed to helping technicians maintain outstanding
levels of service with the IMI-approved MOT training we offer
through our AutoEducation Academy. Garages can opt for either
the full annual CPD programme or routine refresher courses,
which can be accessed online or in our classroom-based
sessions.”
https://omnipart.eurocarparts.com

ISN Garage Assist is a relatively new name to the
aftermarket, possibly better known by its previous
name, AMN Garage Services, and is now part of the ISN
Europe family, providing access to a greater range of
products, services and resources, including a dedicated
team to support all aspects of MOT test provision.
From handling the initial application, planning,
installation and post installation phases of the project,
the team can take an MOT bay from initial concept to
reality, providing workshop owners with as much or as
little support as they require, throughout each stage.

MOT SERVICES

LKQ Euro Car Parts is
also highlighting the
need for garages to
ensure they are on top
of the latest training
and skills requirements.
MOT testing standards
undergo vital changes
every year to help
guarantee maximum
safety and drive quality.
Anthony continued: “Technicians who are on top of their
training are also more likely to win their customers’ loyalty
and trust. Sharing product knowledge and recommendations
following an MOT can help customers to avoid repeat problems
in the future, or stop small issues from becoming serious – and
generates opportunities to upsell.

COMPLETE MOT SERVICE
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processes throughout
the garage and enhance
the overall customer
experience."

The ‘Total Project Management’ service includes
administrating the paperwork, ensuring the test lane
requirements are right for the business, fully planning
the layout and equipment using computer aided
design and ensuring that all the correct information is
submitted to the DVSA.
They then complete the build either using its own team
of specialist builders or one chosen by the workshop.
If a particular brand of MOT equipment is desired, ISN
Garage Assist will happily install it but, through their

close ties with sister
company Hofmann
Megaplan, they
can recommend
and supply vehicle
lifts, brake testers,
headlamp testers,
emission gas analysers,
diesel smoke meters,
decelerometers, play detectors and jacking beams. Once
installed, all equipment is calibrated and the necessary
certification provided.
Ongoing management and maintenance of MOT
equipment is scheduled via its online portal, Protean.
The team of certified engineers have the knowledge,
skills and tools to calibrate all MOT equipment and most
leading hand tool brands. Using the system, you can
check the calibration status of your equipment, view and
reprint certificates, equipment maintenance reports,
equipment service history and scheduled maintenance
plan on-demand.
www.garage-assist.com/services/mot-bay-management
01480 884 885

MAINTAIN LIGHTING PERFORMANCE
The compact under the bonnet design of modern
vehicles makes headlight bulb replacement both
time consuming and incredibly difficult, which
means the annual MOT test not only presents
workshops with the opportunity to check the
safety of a vehicle, but to earn additional revenue
in the process.
Lights remains one of the most common reasons
for test failure and high intensity discharge or
xenon bulbs are comparatively commonplace in
today’s vehicles. Hella’s Xenon range is designed
to give workshops a like-for-like substitution.
HELLA has pioneered numerous developments
in lighting. Used under several different brand
names, HELLA’s glare-free high beam lighting
system has been adopted by many vehicle
manufacturers, but with its HD Matrix LED with laser high beam
variants, seen here, the technology has moved to another level.
The system uses a single control unit, which takes care of all
lighting functions, from low to high beams, to ‘wiping’ direction

indicators, as well as the interior lighting solution, which
includes animations for the driver when entering and exiting the
vehicle.
hella.sales@hella.com

WIPERS: INTRODUCE REGULAR CHECKS
When it comes to reasons for an MOT test failure, the condition
and performance of the wiper blades remains high up on the
list. Supplying and fitting wiper blades should be offered by
every workshop, not only when carrying out the annual safety
inspection, but as part of their general service and repair
package, says DENSO.
Its wiper programme features a variety of styles and the right
blade can be found by using its E-catalogue. After listing the
body type of the vehicle and year of production, and provided
it has a U-hook wiper arm, you can then choose between three
designs of front wiper blades: standard (conventional), hybrid, or flat (sometimes known as aero, beam), as well as
rear blades. If, however, the vehicle is fitted with a flat blade as its original equipment, it can only be replaced with a
flat blade.
www.denso-technic.com/denso-wiper-blades

STARLINE BROADENS OFFERING

The Starline range, originally a steering and suspension brand,
was established in 1999 and today includes more than
35,000 products, covering more than 90% of spare parts
for passenger vehicles.

MOT SERVICES

The Starline brand, available to LKQ Euro Car Parts customers,
now includes electrics and wiper blades categories. A
comprehensive range of Starline electrical components are
offered, including ignition coils, EGR valves and engine sensors,
for most of the UK car parc. Its new range of flat and universal
wiper blades covers 96% of passenger and utility vehicles in
the UK.

https://omnipart.eurocarparts.com
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A long-standing
tradition of OE
partnerships
Being ﬁtted as Original Equipment on a new
car model is the ultimate validation of our quest
for braking excellence. JURID has a longstanding tradition of OE partnerships with vehicle
manufacturers - from the most popular to the
most iconic brands in the world.

Alfa Romeo - Audi - Bentley - BMW - Cadillac - Chevrolet
Chrysler - Citroën - Dacia - Fiat - Ford - Honda
Iveco - Jaguar - Jeep - KIA - Lamborghini - Lancia
Land Rover - Mazda - Mercedes-Benz - Mini - Mitsubishi
Nissan - Opel - Peugeot - Porsche - Renault - Seat

GERMAN OE BRAKING EXPERTISE

PRMJU2103

Skoda - Subaru - Suzuki - Toyota - Vauxhall - VW - Volvo

As Maggie Thatcher once said: "No, No,
No!" Copper grease's anti-seize properties
do not mean that it is a suitable lubricant
and its use can interfere with wheel speed
sensor signals. Slathering any grease
around in this manner is also unwise.

Stopping mistakes
While total brake failure is caused rarely by
technician error, Rob Marshall learns that
mistakes still happen but at least they are
easily rectified

Testing, testing...
Perhaps the main reason why conventional brake fluid needs
replacing at least once every two years on a typical vehicle

We have witnessed technicians measure the fluid's boiling
point with a 'pen tester'. While the intention is honourable,
such tools that rely on passing a small electric current through
the fluid tend not to be especially accurate. Apec Braking
advises that:
"The only accurate way to test brake fluid is to boil it, using a
boil tester."

"Everyday work
pressures can make
it difficult to stop and
reflect on how breadand-butter repairs can
be improved and why
old procedures may not
be relevant anymore"

BRAKING

We all realise that the motorcar's rate of technological change
is increasing. While some parts perform the same basic task
and work in the same way for eons, subtle changes mean that
fitment techniques must also evolve. While it is easy for some
workshops to be left behind, or even a minority of technicians
reluctant to change time-served techniques, this does not
mean that the aftermarket is stacked full of stubborn mules.
The opposite is true. However, everyday work pressures can
make it difficult to stop and reflect on how bread-and-butter
repairs to braking systems can be improved and why old
procedures might not be relevant anymore. As always, AT's
intent is not to beat hard-working technicians with their tubs
of copper grease but we are appreciative to the OE-quality
braking brands whom we contacted for advice on how techs
can enhance their brake repair procedures.

is down to water absorption. This reduces the fluid's boiling
point and, therefore, the braking systems' maximum operating
temperature.
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Conductive pen testers
are inexpensive for a
reason...

Brake hoses
The main error pointed out to us is technicians rounding-off
brake pipe unions, while attempting to remove a flexible
hose. While MOT and servicing checks include inspections for
perishing, cuts, leakage and fouling, it can he harder to assess
that the hose remains suitably flexible. Aged hoses can also
collapse internally, inhibiting the return flow of brake fluid,
fooling the technician into thinking that a caliper is seized.
Should slackening a bleed screw relieve the pent-up pressure
and restore easy hub rotation, blame the flexible hose.
Interestingly, First Line reminds us that brake hoses possess a
defined lifetime and best practice dictates that they should
be replaced as a car set every five years. It also emphasises
the importance of not overtightening the connections and
reminds technicians to heed the correct torque setting.

Fluid renewal
While you can flush old fluid through the system by using
the old-fashioned method of depressing the brake pedal
repeatedly, you risk damaging the master cylinder seals,
especially on an older car. A pressure bleeder tends to be the
preferred hardware and available versions can be powered via
an airline but those that utilise a hand pump can offer greater
flexibility.
While Apec Braking advises that you should check if you
require diagnostic equipment to operate the valves within the
ABS pump, DRiV's Ferodo brand highlights the importance of
working in a set order, starting with the brake caliper furthest
from the master cylinder.
While friction brakes on high voltage hybrid and battery
electric vehicles do not differ significantly from those fitted
to conventional vehicles, the brake pedal tends not to be
connected directly to the master cylinder. HEVRA advises:

BRAKING

"While the brake fluid on some electric and hybrid vehicles
can be bled in the normal way, assuming they are all alike is
a recipe for potential problems. In the best-case scenario, the
fluid will not come through. However, in another situation,
fluid may come out from the bleed nipples, and the pedal
feels firm, but a dangerous airlock still exists in the system. In
normal driving, with the motor doing most of the braking, this
problem might not show up on a road test."

Pressure bleeders save workshops from two person brake bleeding
procedures
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While the bottom hose
would have passed an
MOT Test, it has lost its
flexibility

Brake pads
Most installation errors result in less than perfect operation
that may not be noticed by the driver immediately. Yet, noise
and judder are typical issues that may undermine faith in your
workshop.
Apec Braking reminds us that successful pad installation
starts with proper removal and preparation. It advises that
technicians take extra time to remove and clean corrosion and
debris from the pad carrier points, otherwise, the pads may
not move freely and the resultant slight binding courts uneven
wear characteristics, noise and excessive heat generation.
The disc can also wear unevenly, promoting Disc Thickness
Variation (DTV). Never modify a brake pad to fit a corroded
carrier; even filing it slightly removes its anti-corrosion
protection, risking future problems.
A common mistake results from not knowing that a handed
replacement brake pad should be fitted to either the inside,

"While friction brakes on
high voltage hybrid and
battery electric vehicles
do not differ significantly
from those fitted to
conventional vehicles, the
brake pedal tends not to
be connected directly to
the master cylinder"

cause thermal shock, First Line advises that the process can
take up to 400 miles. HEVRA adds that, because BEVs tend to
use their friction brakes infrequently, the bedding-in process
can take thousands of miles.

Brake Discs
Apec Braking dispels a common myth among technicians: you
cannot tell by eye whether a brake disc is sitting flush, or not.
This means that closing one eye and squinting at a spinning
disc is no substitute for a dial indicator, which should not
record more than a 0.08mm variation. The company adds that
failure to clean the hub thoroughly, prior to fitting a new disc,
can cause excessive run-out and technicians tend to blame the
disc incorrectly, after they detect judder during the road test.
Friction materials have become ever more complex, demanding
extra fitting care

or outer side, of the caliper. An alternative is not installing
chamfered pad friction surfaces in their correct positions in
relation to the disc. This error compromises the pads' noisereduction abilities. Even so, TRW says,
"One of the biggest causes of brake squeal is poor installation
and the overuse of grease, especially now that all 'good' brake
pads have proper noise reduction shims. Applying grease
to the shim stops it working properly, which results in highpitched noises. The use of grease is old school and dates back
to when shims were not fitted, or the technology wasn’t what
it is today."
This does not mean that the use of grease is redundant,
however. First Line advises technicians to use greases sparingly
and to:
"grease only the metal-to-metal contact points with a suitable
high melting point grease. Avoid using copper grease on the
back of brake pads, as this can lead to serious contamination."
Borg and Beck brake pads, for example, feature multi-layered
NVH reducing shims, which must not be separated from the
pads' rear. Coating them with copper grease attacks the rubber
content, rendering the shim ineffective.

BRAKING

After replacing the pads, the new friction material requires time
to mate with the disc effectively. While all receptionists should
advise the customer to avoid hard braking wherever possible
during this 'bedding-in' process, so the rapid heat build cannot
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"While DTV can result from
technician error, drivers
can also be to blame. Aside
from ignoring bedding-in
instructions, keeping the
pedal applied once the car
has come to a standstill
after heavy braking can
cause an imprint of the pad
to be visible on the disc"

Ferodo reminds us that tightening the positioning screw
excessively can even distort the hub to disc contact surface

While DTV can result from technician error, drivers can also be
to blame. Aside from ignoring bedding-in instructions, keeping
the pedal applied once the car has come to a standstill after
heavy braking can cause an imprint of the pad to be visible on
the disc – a tip that may be useful, if a customer tries to blame
the garage unfairly for brake judder. Ferodo asks technicians
to consider that, as seized caliper pistons and sliders can
cause uneven forces to be applied to each side of the disc, the
irregular wear will promote DTV. Therefore, it is worth checking
that such parts, sliders especially, move freely and that their
protective gaiters are undamaged before fitting the pads.

Brake shoes
It is interesting to note that several electric car models feature
rear drums, proving that the older technology is refusing to die.
In many ways, drum brakes make total sense on the rear of EVs,
especially because they are less prone to corrosion-induced
binding, unlike their disc brake counterparts.
Perhaps the biggest mistake that technicians make (or,
possibly, a garage's stock ordering system) is being unfamiliar
with product ranges that are designed to reduce book times
and enhance profitability. DRiV highlights Ferodo's drum brake
Maxi Kits that comprise the various parts that have been pre-

assembled, which it claims could save 30 minutes per vehicle.
Furthermore, garages also waste valuable time by not checking
with the factor that all parts needed are present in the order.
First Line also highlights an interesting point about parts
quality because some "less scrupulous suppliers" in today's
price-driven market are offering discs and drums, especially,
made from less metal. While this makes them lighter, they will
be thinner, less robust and will reduce braking performance,
due mainly to their compromised heat dissipation qualities.

TOP 5 ERRORS CAUSING
NOISY BRAKES
With noise being the most common brake-related
complaint, JURID advises that the following
mistakes will promote noise:
1. Not cleaning new discs correctly, prior to fitment.
Coated discs do not require their anti-corrosion
paint removing, incidentally
2. When fitting new pads to used discs,
contaminating the disc surface accidentally
3. Lubricating neither calipers, nor sliders, correctly.
4. Contaminating brake pad friction surfaces with
oil, brake fluid etc.

Brake drums: Facing a bright future

5. Not observing reassembly instructions, especially
regarding the correct positioning of directional
pads.

Brakes
for All Makes

Blue Print Brake Pads
Optimal Safety & Comfort
Blue Print now offers an extensive range over 1,250 brake pads for Asian
and European vehicle applications covering over 96% of all popular cars
on European roads year 2000 and onwards.
Every Blue Print product is researched, designed and manufactured to be
premium OE matching quality and undergoes stringent and regular quality
checks to ensure optimum performance & long service life.
Confidence that brakes will fit “Right First Time”

Get more information about
our complete offer of braking
components at our online catalogue:

partsfinder.bilsteingroup.com

www.blue-print.com

Blue Print Brake Pad A5 Advert.indd 1
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Avoiding bad starts
Ignition system component removal
and installation errors create engine
running issues that can be tricky to
pinpoint, leading Rob Marshall to ask
leading suppliers what common mistakes
technicians can avoid
Due to the very nature of their construction, many engine
management and ignition components can need a little extra
consideration. Again, this is not an admission that the parts you
are buying are unreasonably fragile but they need installing
correctly to perform at their best.

Spark Plugs

IGNITION

Perhaps presuming that fitting replacement
spark plugs is elementary can lead to
overconfidence; it is easy to forget that they
are precision parts that have to withstand
thousands of volts for tens of thousands of
miles. Denso, for example, highlights a common
situation, where spark plugs are not tightened
to their recommended torque values. Should
a plug be under torqued, aside from the
obvious risk of working loose, the resultant
vibrations can cause the ground electrode to
break down, a consequence of which is an
inability to transfer heat between the plug and
the cylinder head casting correctly. This can
also promote insulator nose overheating, and
this hot spot within the cylinder can ignite the
petrol vapour prematurely. Pre-ignition can
result, with obvious severe implications for
engine longevity. Yet, because an overheated
portion on the plug promotes the detonation,
the engine management system cannot make
effective adjustments to remedy the situation. Champion also
highlights that under-tightening results in the plug sealing
washer, where fitted, not being crushed sufficiently.
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Over-tightening, however, damages spark plug physically, so
inspect the removed part closely for any deformation, cracked
insulators and damaged threads that may have been caused
by a previous garage, especially if you plan to refit it. During
installation, you may need a socket extension for plugs that are
recessed within the cylinder head. Should the extension not
be held parallel in relation to the spark plug position, you risk
applying sideways pressure to the ceramic insulator, which can
crack. Despite being damaged severely by this, the plug may
still function but not under all conditions, meaning that a weak
spark, or even an intermittent misfire, might result – along
with potential spikes in exhaust emissions. Apart from holding
the tool straight, selecting the shortest extension bar possible
minimises the chance of cracking the insulator.
Yet, fitting errors are not the only consideration. NGK advises
that, once an old spark plug has been removed and inspected,

any debris that might have accumulated around the plug
site is blown away using an airline. Furthermore, while most
replacement plugs are pre-gapped at the factory, it is worth
double-checking that the gap is correct with a suitable tool.
Especially for older vehicles, the gap specification on a new
plug might be incorrect but, even if it is right, an innocent
error, such as dropping the parts box accidentally, can reduce
the gap.

Coil packs and ignition leads
Like spark plugs, coil packs and leads can be damaged by
technicians being a little too over-exuberant during removal.
To be fair, particularly if dielectric grease was not applied
previously, rubber gaiters can be especially tricky to remove, so
that a degree of force is almost mandatory to separate them
but their moisture sealing properties might be compromised.
NGK advises not only to follow manufacturer instructions but
also to use any proprietary tools available. As an example, some
ignition rail coils possess threads that facilitate insertion of a
special tool, so that the assembly is not twisted, which might
damage the coil's internals.
By not reading instructions and heeding advice supplied with
replacement coils, technicians can also make life harder for
themselves, such as having to figure firing orders, when the
information is provided already. While this can be a problem,
promoted by the customer's reluctance to spend more money,
rather than a technician cutting corners, NGK advises that the

Technology
driven
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best option is to replace single coil-on-plug as a car set, rather
than individually.

Oxygen sensors
Misdiagnosing O2 sensors as
faulty is the most common
mistake that technicians
make, according to Denso.
The usual issue occurs,
when a diagnostic fault
code points to the sensor,
when the real problem lies
elsewhere, an issue that
Denso finds is the main reason for warranty claim rejections.

supplies this information to the motor factor.
A further issue revolves around a presumption that, because
two sensors might look alike, they are interchangeable. NGK
highlights that two sensors, which share identical connector
types and cabling lengths, can rely on opposite operating
principles. For instance, one of them might reduce electrical
resistance as the temperature increases (PTC, or Positive
Temperature Coefficient), but the other identical-looking
part might rely on decreasing resistance (NTC, or Negative
Temperature Coefficient).

NGK advises that technicians should suspect the entire
circuit, when a fault code refers to the internal heater control.
Checking for a resistance reading between the lambda sensor
heating wires will confirm whether the heater within the
sensor is intact, or not.
When a replacement part is required, NGK reveals that
sensor identification references can court confusion
between technicians and motor factors. For example, your
diagnostic equipment might refer to 'Sensor 1' but alternative
nomenclature includes, 'regulating', 'front', 'upstream', 'precat', or 'upper'. 'Sensor 2' can be called 'diagnostic', 'rear',
'downstream', 'post-cat' or 'lower'. Being aware of these
different references, when ordering parts, may help to avoid
delays that are caused by the wrong part arriving. A further
interesting finding is that some technicians confuse NOx
sensors with O2 sensors, which is an understandable error,
considering that they look very similar. However, NOx sensors
possess more electrical cabling.
Engine oil leaks pose further issues, which contaminates
the wiring loom and increases electrical resistance. Even if a
sensor has become faulty as a consequence and is renewed
subsequently, the replacement part risks being contaminated,
unless the leak source is addressed.

Exhaust Gas Recirculation Valves (EGR)
While we plan to dedicate a separate feature on EGR issues
within a separate article, it is worthwhile considering several
issues associated with the system now, especially as lockdowntype driving conditions are likely to have increased soot
contamination levels that afflicts EGR efficacy.
Just as other manufacturers highlight inaccurate sensor
diagnostics as being widespread, Nissens finds the same issue
with EGR systems. The consequences include inappropriate
conclusions, including blaming the EGR and replacing it
without eliminating the root fault. The company argues that
diagnosing the EGR system properly is a necessary prereplacement discipline and covers many other aspects of
the ignition and engine management systems, including
MAF intake metering, the engine's forced induction process
and cleanness of combustion. The latter issues, of course,
relates mainly to excessive soot production that may be
caused not only by stop-start and short drive cycles but also
by turbocharger, fuel injector, air filter, temperature sensor
and ECU issues, including software irregularities and even
aftermarket tuning.
Nissens also sees improper soot cleaning as another common
workshop error, although it also points out that a new EGR
valve, fitted to a system that has not had the underlying fault
remedied, will still malfunction. Fitting errors include not
programming/adapting a new EGR valve post-installation,
which results in the ECU not communicating properly (or at all)
with the replacement part.

IGNITION

Exhaust Gas Temperature Sensors
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Fitted to both petrol and diesel exhaust systems, exhaust
gas temperature sensors tend to be identified by their
positions relating to the component they monitor, such as
'pre-turbo' and 'pre-DPF'. NGK comments that describing
sensors, as referenced by a fault code, is likely to be insufficient
information for a parts supplier. Therefore, technicians should
be aware that they may have to provide extra details about
sensor locations and ensure that any parts-ordering colleague

Interestingly, many technicians do not associate EGR cooler
damage with improper cooling system bleeding. While
resultant corrosion and leaks obviously curtail EGR cooler
life, a damaged cooler can cause exhaust gases to permeate
the cooling system. AT has also come across several engine
remanufacturers questioning the quality of not just EGR coolers
but also intercoolers that rely on the cooling system, which
are suffering from premature internal corrosion on relatively
youthful vehicles.
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Keeping the spark alive
Increasingly sophisticated batteries,
installed to ever-more-complex vehicles,
at a time that has been increasingly
challenging for long battery life, means
a greater risk of technician errors but it
need not be this way, as Rob Marshall
discovers…
While the past 20 months has hardly been easy for most of
us, it has been especially tough on 12v car batteries. GS Yuasa
reports that the effects of the pre-summer '21 lockdowns
continue to make themselves known. Significant increases
in battery failures persevere, caused by permanent internal
damage that results from a lack of vehicle use; an unavoidable
consequence of the UK’s coronavirus restrictions. As many
owners possess a limited understanding of how a battery
works, many of them do not know how to test or maintain
it. The result is permanent battery deterioration, a situation
that emphasises the need for technicians to test, diagnose,
charge and replace batteries without making a mistake. Yet,
with vehicles and batteries becoming ever-more sophisticated,
keeping up-to-date and avoiding errors is not easy but the
exercise will benefit both repairers and their customers.

Testing, Testing
With breakdown companies reporting that battery faults are
the main reason for callouts, both car owners and garages will
benefit from the latest testing knowledge. Ecobat reports that
batteries do not last forever and it has found that an average
of one in six 12v batteries is misdiagnosed as faulty, when
it has actually reached the end of its serviceable life. Sealey
adds that main dealers conduct free health checks, because
it often results in a sale, so why should the aftermarket lose
out on the opportunity? This is why Banner Batteries' Business
Development Managers stress the importance of testing,
when delivering training to its garage customers. While RING
agrees that it should be the responsibility of technicians to
test every battery, before starting work on a presented vehicle,
it adds that low voltages (i.e. state of charge) can cause
false test readings. RING, therefore, concludes that a battery
analyser should be an essential part of a typical tool kit. VARTA
agrees, adding that, with over a third of vehicles on UK roads
possessing a stop-start system, a modern tester is vital. If not,
Absorbent Glass Mat (AGM) and Enhanced Flooded Batteries
(EFB) cannot be assessed accurately. VARTA emphasises,
therefore, the importance of investing in new test equipment,
should yours not be up-to-date.

"Ecobat reports that
batteries do not last
forever and it has found
that an average of one
in six 12v batteries is
misdiagnosed as faulty,
when it has actually
reached the end of its
serviceable life"
to start on the first frosty morning of winter, which may sow
seeds of doubt about your competence. Therefore, the main
error is not testing the battery in the first place.
The following procedure shows how to use an oscilloscope
to test the battery, followed by some examples of handheld professional battery testers. However, consider
that Ecobat is launching a winter point of sale campaign
that focuses on battery testing, which provides an ideal
opportunity to upskill now.

TOP 3 TESTING ERRORS
1. Only checking State of Charge (volts) and not
health (amps)
2. Conducting State of Health tests with the battery in
a low state of charge
3. Trusting that a green State of Charge indicator on
a battery means it is OK. It works by evaluating one
cell, not the entire battery.

BATTERIES

Even so, GS Yuasa reports the sad reality that technicians tend
not to check a vehicle battery for its state of charge (measured
in volts) and state of health (measured in amps), unless the car
owner reports a fault. In some ways, this is understandable,
because there may be no apparent signs that the battery
requires either extra charging, or it has deteriorated to such an
extent that its capacity has reduced considerably. The first sign
can be when an irate customer reports that the car has failed

Batteries have become harder to not just find but also test,
analyse, charge and replace – and technicians are making
unfortunate mistakes.
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1. Set-up the oscilloscope, by connecting it to the USB port on your
PC, using the appropriate cable. The pictured multimeter is
unnecessary here. Note the neat stand, used for quick and easy
access to cables.

2. To measure battery voltage (i.e. State of Charge), connect one of
the BNC cables to the scope's Channel A. Later, PicoBNC+ cables
power accessories and allow the software to recognise the
equipment used and confirm their status.

3. The other end of the lead breaks out into two: connect the
positive lead to the positive battery terminal, and the negative
lead to a secure earth/ground, or the terminal.

4. T
 he current clamp is connected to Channel B. The oscilloscope
used here is Pico Auto's PicoScope 4425A, the current clamp of
which is powered directly, so no batteries are required.

5. The DC current clamp is positioned around the starter motor's
positive cable. Ensure the clamp's rating is more than the
expected current draw from the starter motor. This Pico
Technologies clamp is rated up to 2,000amps.

6. The PicoDiagnostics software help pages guide you through
how to conduct the test, which requires you to enter specific
information, including the vehicle's voltage and battery
technology type.
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7. As battery performance is influenced by temperature, use an
infrared thermometer to perform the measurement and enter
the figure into the menu

8. It is a good idea to gather data directly from the battery fitted to
the car, rather than presuming it is to the specifications provided
by the OEM. Note the Cold Crank Amps (CCA) figure...

9. ...and enter it into the menu. This is the figure against which you
compare the measured current, to establish the State of Health.
Should you not know the method of CCA measurement,
enter 'SAE'.

10. You do not have to inhibit the engine from starting. Simply turn
the ignition key and follow the instructions on the screen. When
prompted, crank the engine on the starter motor; the analysis
takes seconds.

11. The result shows that the current output indicated the battery
to be in good health but the low voltage reading is a cause of
concern.

12. While you could interpret the data from the voltage and current
data, this PicoDiagnostics software interprets the information
automatically and suggests a remedy.

14. Rather than use an oscilloscope, you may decide to purchase
a bespoke battery tester, of which there are many types to fit
your budget. This Sealey AK400 is very easy to use and would
suffice for basic checks but its alternator check function is
unsuitable for smart systems.

15. Despite looking like a traditional drop tester, the Sealey BT91/3
measures the voltage, not current, from which you can deduce
the battery's State of Charge.

16. The Sealey BT91/7 has more in common with a 'traditional'
drop tester, the internal switchgear within which has to be
substantial enough to apply a load and measure the current.
This establishes the battery's State of Health.

17. Higher in Sealey's range is the BT2015, which measures both
voltage and current and interprets the results for you. The
print-out facility is also useful for you to provide to the car
owner.

18. The GYT250 is GS Yuasa's latest battery tester. The battery
manufacturer claims that it is the most accurate, user-friendly
and fastest tester available. It possesses EFB and AGM
algorithms for both cars and commercial vehicles.

BATTERIES

13. Should you own a four channel PicoScope, you can obtain even
more accurate readings by connecting channels C and D to the
starter motor positive and negative leads (or to earth), which
permits PicoDiagnostics to consider the cables' resistance in its
calculations.
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TOP 3 CHARGING ERRORS
1. Presuming a fully charged battery delivers 12.0
volts, when it should be between 12.6 and 12.72.
2. Thinking that an alternator will charge a battery
fully. It only achieves around 95%.
3. Not realising that an AGM battery requires a
different charging profile, so check your charger is
AGM compatible.

Charging errors

19. RING's RBAG750 Graphical Battery Analyser offers battery,
alternator (standard charge, semi-smart & full smart charge) test
& starter test for all battery types. It can also record, print and save
the data.

20. Banner Batteries' HD1+ can establish, interpret, log and print
both State of Charge and Health for SLI (standard), AGM,
or GEL batteries. Robustness, ease of use and flexibility for
batteries in hard to reach locations are promoted highlights.

When a low state of charge is identified, it is wise to charge the
battery fully, using an external charger. As lead-acid batteries
prefer a slow recharge rate, you may suggest to the owner that
the car is treated to an overnight stay in the workshop. Banner
Batteries advises that the charge rate is critical, because it finds
that many car owners and garages invest in a charger based
on price, rather than its ability to charge the battery fully. For
example, a 70ah battery will take seven hours to charge, using
a ten-amps charger, so you do not have to be Rachel Riley to
establish that a two-amps charger will not replenish the battery
fully overnight. While RING possesses a range of trade-style
smart chargers, it also highlights the importance of battery
support functions, of which many garages are familiar. It also
adds that 'smart chargers' optimise the battery performance
and prolong its life, whereas old-fashioned and basic trickle
chargers can overcharge and damage a battery.
Considering that the majority of car users remain unaware
that battery charge is lost, while the car is unused, it is worth
highlighting that a battery should be charged if the car has
stood for longer than three weeks. If you suspect that many of
your customers conduct local journeys only, you may decide
to stock and sell smart chargers, of which there are a variety of
types for DIY use. Sealey highlights that providing a customer
with the opportunity to maintain their vehicle battery can be
sold on the basis of reducing their future repair costs. A further
advantage is that stop-start systems do not cease functioning,
due to a low battery charge level.

TOP 3 BATTERY REPLACEMENT ERRORS
1. Not cleaning cable clamps, before replacing the
battery to ensure a good electrical connection.
2. Prying off cable clamps, rather than releasing
them fully, then using a hammer to refit them. This
can damage the seals between the posts and the
casing, resulting in falling electrolyte levels.

BATTERIES

3. Using incompatible battery technology and not
verifying/programming after replacement.
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Battery replacement errors
21. Ecobat's EBT780 tester provides technicians with a full
diagnostic print-out within two minutes. When used in
conjunction with the EBT420 Battery Validation Tool (not
pictured), technicians can fit replacement AGM and EFB
batteries.

Banner Batteries reports that the most significant challenge
facing suppliers of automotive batteries relates to incorrect use
and technicians fitting the wrong battery type, particularly with
start-stop applications. Therefore, finding the correct battery
by application is fundamental. Many suppliers have online

portals, such as www.bannerbatteryfinder.co.uk, https://
batterylookupgb.yuasa.co.uk, or www.varta-partnerportal.com. These also provide fitting guides, especially as
replacement times can vary between five minutes and well
over an hour.
While many non-OE manufacturers do not provide such
extra fitting information, consider also that battery quality
varies and the 'buy cheap, buy twice' mantra is very much
applicable to replacement batteries. Always prioritise
OE-specification over price and never feel pressurised by
a customer to replace the battery with one of a lower (or
plain wrong) technology type, such as replacing an AGM
with a EFB.
Ecobat adds that, while AGM and EFB batteries have been in
the replacement market for many years, many technicians
do not realise that some cars require replacement batteries
to be validated. Failure to validate a replacement battery
can cause multiple issues, including the new battery not
being recharged correctly, resulting in premature failure.

2021/2 BATTERY DEMAND
Andy Cook, Technical Representative at VARTA,
told AT that, “Lots of cars have been stood still
for much of the year, therefore the alternator
has not had chance to recharge the battery. This,
along with the cold start to 2021, led to many
batteries failing and leaving people stranded, or
unable to even begin their journey.”
GS Yuasa states that current demand levels will
increase, as the effects of the pandemic begin
to affect even batteries that garages replaced
relatively recently, even before the cold weather
strikes. Interestingly, Ecobat reports that last
year's peak for battery replacements occurred
during the spring and summer months, rather
than following the usual winter pattern, which
corroborates GS Yuasa's findings.
Banner Batteries has also found that the
COVID-19 restorations have had a profound
impact on its business and that the company
has experienced an exponential increase in new
battery sales over the last twelve to eighteen
months. While Banner and GS Yuasa concur
that demand for replacement batteries is set to
rise, Banner highlights the long terms issues. It
references studies that predict a 63% increase
in 12v battery demand within the next two
decades, because it is seen as a technology
crucial to meet low carbon ambitions. Therefore,
learning how to avoid battery replacement
errors is worthwhile for both now and the
future.

The changing role of the 12v battery

BATTERIES

Many people new to electric vehicles are
surprised to see an ordinary 12v battery
under the bonnet. Pete Melville, founder
of the Hybrid and Electric Vehicle Repair
Alliance, HEVRA, explains the reasons
behind its inclusion
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The lead acid battery was the first rechargeable battery,
invented in France back in the 1800s. It’s been refined over the
years of course, much like that other 19th century antique, the
internal combustion engine. The two are quite a good pairing,
with the lead acid battery providing a large current for a short
time for engine starting, and a nice float voltage for simple
charging arrangements, unlike Nickel-based technologies.
However, the electric vehicle not only has different needs, but
it also has its own enormous store of electrical energy in the
form of the traction battery, so why complicate it with another
one? Are manufacturers just being lazy and using systems
designed for combustion engine cars?

The short answer is no, and there are lots of reasons for a low
voltage system. The first is that the high voltage battery is only
connected when necessary and needs to be disconnected
in the event of a crash or certain types of repair work. It is still
desirable to have electrical power in these circumstances –
for control units, hazard warning lights, parking brakes – and
all manner of other things. With the high voltage battery
disconnected when parked, you’d have no central locking,
interior light or even any way to reconnect it! The second
is that each high voltage cable has an interlock to monitor
disconnection, earth shielding, and is monitored for electrical
leakage. That becomes a huge task if everything in the car
is powered by the high voltage system. The third reason is
that automotive systems are designed for 12v, and literally
everything, from bulbs to switchgear to ECUs, would have to
be redesigned for high voltage. The fourth reason is that even
in desktop computers that are powered by the mains, the
voltage is always stepped down to either 12v, 5v or 3.3v, as
that’s what the actual integrated circuits run on, so any higher
supply voltage would mean the ECU would have to contain
additional circuitry to reduce it anyway. The fifth reason is
that you’d need to be high voltage qualified and follow high
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"The Tesla Model 3
doesn't have a single
physical replaceable 12v
fuse, which means we
need to rethink some of
the test procedures we've
followed for decades "

voltage procedures to do literally anything. I am sure there are
plenty more reasons.
So, the low voltage system is here to stay, and for now it stays
at 12v. Changes are on the way though – the Tesla Model 3
doesn’t have a single physical replaceable 12v fuse, which
means we need to rethink some of the test procedures we’ve
followed for decades. Is a lack of supply a fuse box fault, or
has it switched off for a legitimate reason and the fault is
elsewhere? What about parasitic drains? Removing fuses has
always been a handy way to isolate vehicle circuits, so we need
new ways of doing this too.

Battery top-ups
Talking of parasitic drains, different electric vehicles use quite
different methods to make sure the 12v battery remains ready
for use. The use of body control modules and intelligent fuse
boxes to manage demand, and the fitting of a current sensor
on the battery terminal, have become the norm for all modern
vehicles. However, the EV has some other tricks up its sleeve.
Because we don’t use an engine to charge the battery, but
a DC-DC converter, we can engage it whenever we like.
Many electric vehicles will check the resting voltage of the
12v battery periodically and can top it up as required. The EV
battery can often be 100 times the capacity of the 12v battery,
so when parked for long periods, periodic recharging means
the car remains ready for use when the battery in a traditional
car would have discharged.
Needless to say, the system is still not flawless. Some models,
for example, will test the 12v battery once every 24 hours. If the
battery discharges more quickly than this due to a large drain,
it will be too late by the time the car next does the test. Other
cars monitor the battery condition more frequently, or even
continuously, but this can give us a different symptom – in the
case of a battery drain, it will actually cause the high voltage
battery to drain (as it will constantly be attempting to top up
the 12v system). This is a lifesaver when your car is parked in
town and when you return to find it still has sufficient 12v
power to start and get home. But when you’ve parked your car
at the airport for a fortnight and have a long drive home, you’d
probably rather jump start it and still have enough charge to
get home.
In reality, these problems are rare – with a combustion engine,
a car needs to keep a large reserve of electrical power for
engine starting and has no means of charging the battery
42

when parked and can’t be left plugged in to top up as required.
For this reason, carmakers have got pretty good at keeping
parasitic drains low and switching off consumers if necessary.
There are some exceptions, however.
Tesla have never made a car with a combustion engine. In fact,
before 2008 they’d never made a car at all, which makes the
Model S, launched in its home market in 2012, all the more
impressive. With their second ever design, they’d managed to
make a product superior to their rivals who have been making
cars for a hundred years. The Model S, and more so the later
Model X with electric falcon-wing doors, have huge electrical
demands though. Their electric gadgets, powerful (but power
hungry) processors, and lack of a start/stop switch of any
kind means they draw large amounts of power when parked,
which Tesla addressed by letting the battery top up whenever
required. The downside of this strategy is that the car loses
estimated driving miles at an alarming rate when parked, to
the point that you’d be quite concerned to leave it parked up
for a long period.

Shut that door!
Kia and Hyundai are another great innovator when it comes
to electric vehicles, with sophisticated thermal management
and braking systems to improve efficiency, their cars also offer
some of the highest miles on one charge (which seems to be
the only stat some buyers are interested in). Like many other
Asian manufacturers, reliability is generally good, but with
some surprising engineering omissions. Let’s take a 2020 Kia
e-Niro for example, a family-sized car. It’s an awesome machine,
with 201bhp, in general driving they reckon it’ll do 282 miles
on one charge, stretching to 382 if you drive mainly in town.

Maintaining EV battery health
Alex Johns, from battery data specialists Altelium,
explains how to advise electric car owners in order to
keep their Electric Vehicle battery in good health
https://autotechnician.co.uk/maintaining-evbattery-health

Dayco Automotive,
Delivering Innovation from Original
Equipment to Aftermarket.

As a global leader in research, design, manufacture and distribution of essential
engine drive systems and aftermarket services for automotive applications
we provide innovative and effective solutions to meet specific performance
requirements for each customer’s needs.

It’ll charge at up to 77kW, which means it can add 110 miles
in a half-hour coffee stop, and thanks to its battery cooling
system, this rate won’t drop off if you need to do lots of driving
and charging in one day. And like other EVs, you can charge it
from a 3-pin plug if you’re staying somewhere with no other
options (albeit slowly). But here’s the thing – if you leave the
door open, the interior light will drain the 12v battery and
render the car unusable. My 1997 Rover 200 used to turn the
interior light off to prevent the battery draining. How they
could overlook something so basic, I don’t know.
Kia’s parent company Hyundai are the first manufacturer to do
away with the 12v lead acid battery in the Ioniq Hybrid. It still
has a low voltage system, with a 12.8v lithium-ion battery at
its heart, mounted alongside the hybrid battery. All lithiumion batteries have an internal safety cut-off circuit, which will
disable the battery permanently if it drops below a certain
voltage. Although this sounds quite alarming, the battery
can be left for months or years before this happens, and with
regular use it won’t happen. However, it’s possible to happen
relatively quickly if the car has a parasitic drain on the battery.
Although the battery is replaceable as a spare part, it’s not
a standard type that a breakdown service or motor factor
would have in stock, so it’s desirable to prevent failure as
much as possible. The system has an external cut-off that will
disconnect the battery when the voltage gets below a predetermined value, well before the internal circuit in the battery.
Of course, this means you’ll have to open the car with the

v
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"Hyundai are the first
manufacturer to do
away with the 12v lead
acid battery in the Ioniq
Hybrid"

emergency key, but a jab of the 12v battery reset button will
reconnect it and have you on your way again, before visiting
your local EV garage for a proper investigation to prevent it
from happening again.
The Hybrid and Electric Vehicle Repair Alliance is a network
of garages who have the right tools and qualifications to
work on EV and hybrid vehicles. Members receive unlimited
technical support advice and drivers are able to use its
garage finder to find qualified workshops in their area. www.
hevra.org.uk
hello@hevra.org.uk

Parts, Tools & Tips
New products, fitting tips & technical advice to ease fault-finding and installation

TOP TIPS FOR CLUTCH FITMENT
First Line continues to share technical expertise through
workshop posters and has produced one to highlight the
importance of best practice clutch installation.

designed to provide a cost-effective and durable solution for
vehicles that have a dual mass flywheel as original equipment.
SMFs are ideally suited to higher mileage applications, low
speed city driving and the demanding operating environment
common place with LCV applications.

The new poster highlights key parts of the process that if not
followed, could lead to an avoidable warranty claim, which if it is
due to an installation error or driver abuse, won’t be covered.

To request your free poster, simply visit:
https://mailchi.mp/firstlineltd.co/posters
01869 248 484

When replacing a clutch, it’s important to understand why the
old clutch has failed, particularly if it has failed prematurely.
Causes of premature failure include poor driving style, towing
heavy loads, frequent hill starts or an installation error, that if left
unknown, could affect the lifespan of the replacement unit.
One of the key messages shared by all clutch manufacturers is
the importance of correct engine to gearbox alignment. Before
offering up the gearbox, the Borg & Beck engineers advise
technicians to align the input shaft with the hub spline of the
clutch disc and not allow the weight of the gearbox to hang off
the spline, as this could cause the drive plate to break apart.

“If the vehicle has a CSC fitted and it is being replaced, it is also
vital that you avoid the temptation to compress the new CSC,
as this can cause damage because out of the box the seal is
dry. You must ensure that the CSC mounting face is clean and
any seals, gaskets or sealant should be used as per the vehicle
manufacturer’s guidelines.”
If it is identified that the DMF was the cause of failure, then First
Line recommends technicians consider a Borg & Beck Single
Mass Flywheel (SMF) conversion kit. Borg & Beck SMFs are

STEP-BY STEP GUIDE:
BRAKE REPLACEMENT
Blue Print offers workshops an all-makes programme
of 3,400+ braking components for Asian and European
vehicle applications that boasts 98% coverage of all
popular passenger and LCV applications on European
roads (launched from the year 2000 and onwards) for
brake discs and pads.
Its components are developed and manufactured to
meet OE specifications and to be direct replacements,
the entire range of braking parts can be found at
partsfinder.bilsteingroup.com and a step-by step
guide to best practice brake disc & pad replacement,
can be found at: https://autotechnician.co.uk/bestpractice-brake-disc-pad-replacement/
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Another danger to the clutch systems that the company is
urging the aftermarket to consider is over lubrication. Jon
Roughley, Global Marketing Director, explains: “Lubrication of
the spline shaft should be kept to a fine film, using the sachet
supplied with your Borg & Beck Clutch Kit. Alternatively, any high
performance, high melting point, non-copper-based grease can
be used. Excessive greasing can affect the performance of the
new clutch, so always remove the excess.
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'IN THE WORKSHOP' WEBINAR SERIES: A/C
CONTAMINATION EXPLAINED
Denso’s Mike Sadler hosts the new ‘In the workshop’ series
of webinars with a practical demonstration and discussion
concerning oil contamination of the air conditioning system,
alongside workshop owner Hayley Pells of Avia Sports Cars.
“When it came to choosing the content for the first ‘DENSO
in the Workshop’ webinar, the condition of the oil/refrigerant
mixture in a vehicle’s air conditioning (AC) system was an
obvious subject, because it is often overlooked by workshops,”

PUMP COMPONENTS AND KIT EXTENSION
OE pump manufacturer Airtex has added six new
references to its range.
There have been two new references for water pumps
introduced: 2090, for a range of BMW applications, and
2124 for an array of Mazdas.
Airtex has also expanded its water pump kit range
with WPK-199808, which will fit Audi, Seat, Skoda and
Volkswagen models, WPK-182701 for the Fiat Ducato
and Iveco Daily, WPK-167303 covering Citroen, Ford, and
Peugeot models and finally, WPK-189101 for Citroen, Fiat,
Ford, Jaguar, Lancia, Land Rover, Mitsubishi and Peugeot
applications.

SUSTAINABLE PARTS CLEANING SYSTEM

The cleaning system consists of a washstand and a waterbased cleaning fluid that gets its cleaning power from natural
bio-microorganisms. It is designed to effectively remove and
decompose mineral oils, greases, waxes, machining oils and
other impurities on a variety of surfaces from steel of all types,
through aluminium, plastics, and painted surfaces. Motul says its
performance is at least as good as traditional cold cleaning and
BioClean retains this standard over a much longer period.

You can access this content, and its existing webinars, at
www.gotostage.com/channel/densowebinarsen. From
here you can also access links to its e-Learning platform
www.denso-technic.com/uk/ and access free educational
material covering multiple product groups and join the League
Of True Mechanics competition.

Its aftermarket range
encompasses fuel
pumps, water pumps
and water pump kits,
which include an OE
belt, manufactured in
Italy by a recognised
OE supplier.
Group Brand & Marketing Manager (Europe), Sam
Robinson, said: “As we see the market trend shift towards
selling complete water pump kits, we are delighted to
be expanding this range on an almost monthly basis,
alongside the development and launch of our traditional
single water pump components.”

The unit has been tested
through Motul’s motorsport
programme. “It is not
always easy to reconcile
environmental protection
and work,” explains Classic
Car Race Preparation expert
and former BTCC Champion,
Andrew Jordan. “The new
Motul BioClean cleaning
system helps us to reduce
both the environmental
impact of cleaning processes
and the risk for employees in
the workshop from dangerous
chemicals.”
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Motul has launched the BioClean system – a sustainable
alternative to standard cold cleaning technology. Traditional
cleaning systems use fluids that pose a danger to both people
and the environment, are a fire risk and can damage surfaces.
They also require high energy consumption, incur expensive
downstream disposal costs and the waste they produce must be
carefully managed.

said Fatiha Laauich, Pan European Strategic Marketing Manager.
“However, its condition is absolutely vital to allow technicians
to either fit a replacement component in the AC system with
confidence, or to flush and replace the mixture before doing so.”

www.motul.com
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PREPARE FOR SEPTEMBER SURGE
A surge in demand for vehicle safety tests is expected this
month as the 5.5 million drivers who took up the offer of last
year’s extension are now due the annual MOT.
Ignition and sensor specialist NGK says many thousands of
vehicles will fail the MOT test on emissions leading to increased
demand for Lambda sensor replacement.
Mark Hallam, Marketing Manager, NGK Spark Plugs (UK) Ltd,
said: “Workshops are set for a busy Autumn as they deal with
the anticipated increase in demand for MOTs as well as vehicle
owners’ pre-winter servicing requirements.
“Both factors will lead to increased replacement of Lambda
sensors for vehicles that fail the MOT emission test and also
spark and glow plug replacement as owners make sure their
vehicles are ready for the onset of the cold winter months.

AGM BATTERY FOR BMW I8 AND UPGRADE
FOR VARIOUS MODELS
Banner is introducing a new 50 Ah Running Bull AGM part
number this summer. The starter battery is compatible
with a range of models, such as the Suzuki Swift/Splash,
Vauxhall Adam, Hyundai Kona, and Kia Stonic. The Running
Bull AGM 55001 part number is currently installed in the
BWM i8 as a back-up battery but is also suitable as an
upgrade for conventional back-up batteries in electric
vehicles.
Banner’s Running Bull AGM power pack is said to provide
improved cold start characteristics and a significant
increase in vibration resistance, plus a cyclical life that is

NGK has published its
Spark Plug & Diesel Glow
Plug 2021/22 catalogue
and includes 28 new
spark plugs and six new
glow plugs, with 6917
applications. Its 2021/22
Ignition Coils & Lead
Sets catalogue is also
now available, featuring
six new ignition coils
and 294-part numbers with 3,211 applications. Lead sets are
included in a combined catalogue for the first time with 43-part
numbers with 445 applications.
The catalogues are published in hard copy format and will also
soon be available to download from the company’s website
www.ngkntk.com/uk

three times longer
than conventional
lead-acid batteries.
Being a closed
system, it requires
zero-maintenance
and is leak-proof. Five
AGM batteries with
capacities of 50Ah,
60Ah, 70Ah, 80Ah,
92Ah and 105Ah are available.
Given that battery technologies deployed in Start/Stop
vehicles cannot be interchanged, Banner highlights its
online VRM battery application guide, available at www.
bannerbatteryfinder.co.uk

BRAKE PADS FOR A SMOOTHER RIDE
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Technologies that reduce Noise Vibration and Harshness (NVH)
levels are becoming increasingly crucial to meet increased
motorist expectations of a smoother, quieter driving experience,
partly driven by the rise of popularity in hybrid and electric
vehicles.
In response, DRiV has announced the launch of a new range
of noise-reducing directional brake pads from Jurid. The
asymmetrical brake pads are designed to contact the disc at an
angle, significantly reducing the tendency to vibrate without
negatively impacting performance. This is done in two ways
depending on the application: a chamfered friction surface, or a
cut-out of the noise reduction shim on the backing plate.
“The reduction of NVH levels is a major challenge, especially
with the continued emergence of hybrid and electric vehicles,
which increases the importance of effective NVH reduction
technologies, as demonstrated in the new Jurid directional
brake pads,” said Ronald De Wilde, Brand Manager Braking, DRiV.
“We are delighted to bring this latest advancement to market
and support our customers with technical assistance and fitting
guides.”
The new range currently consists of 50-part numbers.
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Depending on the application, pads are marked with either an
arrow or letter to indicate on which side of the vehicle they need
to be mounted. For pads equipped with a chamfer, the largest
chamfer edge is presented to the leading edge of where the pad
and disc first come into contact. For pads fitted with a crescent
or half-moon cut-out in the noise reduction shim, the modified
edge should be presented to the leading edge where pad and
disc first come into contact.
An installation video is available here: https://youtu.be/
aEY4xS2VK-Q

SMART DASH CAM RANGE
Ring has added a new range of Dash Cams to its smart product
programme that connects vehicles with its Ring Connect app.
Ring’s new Dash Cam collection are discreet, easy to install and
offer better views of the road. All data can be stored, viewed,
and shared easily via the app.
Additional features of the new range include GPS locator,
parking mode to automatically detect any impact while the
vehicle is parked, Wi-Fi to connect to a smart phone, G-sensor
which automatically saves moments of high G-force impact,
HD footage and instant sharing from the dash cam to the Ring
Connect app.

EXPANDED AUXILIARY BATTERY RANGE
GS Yuasa has given its HJ auxiliary batteries range a
new look and expanded the range by adding four
new popular types. The new HJ series batteries will be
used in a wide range of popular Lexus and Toyota 12V
auxiliary & backup applications.
The rebranded HJ series now includes four new GS
Yuasa auxiliary batteries for thousands of vehicles in the
UK vehicle parc, predominantly Lexus & Toyota hybrids,
to help support the extra electrical loads in conjunction
with the main HEV battery.

Dash cams are one of the fastest growing areas of car
accessories as drivers look to protect themselves from non-fault
accident repairs and fraudulent claims.

A key feature of these new types is the built-in
temperature senor in each battery lid. Required by
modern Lexus vehicles, this has been implemented
to improve charge management of the battery and
extend service life.

www.ringautomotive.com

www.yuasa.com

✔ IVS 360™ Expert Diagnostic Support
✔ OE-Licensed Diagnostic Software
✔ 60+ Vehicle Brands With DrivePro/Autocom
✔ Remote Services For Hassle Free Programming
& Coding Support
✔ Pico 7 Software From PicoScope

A COMPLETE DIAGNOSTIC SOLUTION FOR
REPAIRING COMPLEX VEHICLE SYSTEMS

LEARN MORE
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The DrivePro™ Elite Diagnostic Kit brings you all the capabilities of the DrivePro™, plus an
additional second powerful Microsoft Surface Go Tablet preinstalled with Autocom - A multibrand solution that ensures correct vehicle fault diagnosis the first time, every time!
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RUGGED DIAGNOSTIC TOOL
Launch UK has introduced its latest high-end diagnostic tool,
the X-431 Euro Turbo, an upgrade from the Launch PRO S, and is
specifically designed for challenging workshop conditions.
It boasts wide model coverage, powerful test functions, accurate
test data and numerous special functions.
The rugged 8-inch touchscreen tablet uses the Android 9.1
operating system for a smooth and feature-rich experience and
the tablet housing features a useful ‘kickback’ stand and a new
fool-proof charging port design. It is supplied in a robust, hard
case with all the necessary cables, including a wide range of
OBD1 diagnostic connector adapters.
Using the latest Bluetooth technology, the tool allows
technicians to move unhindered around the vehicle while
carrying out diagnostic checks and tests, as the Euro Turbo
communicates wirelessly with the latest DBS Car VCI.
It also features Launch intelligent diagnostics, including
automatic VIN recognition for over 70 popular manufacturers,
loading the correct software by vehicle model and production
year, providing a faster, more convenient method than manual
selection.
Technicians can select from individual modules or by a whole
vehicle health check that interrogates all modules – diagnostic
trouble codes are clearly displayed with a full description.

function, powered by Haynes Pro. A further optional feature
is the Launch Professional Database that can be integrated
in X-431 Euro Turbo software, guiding the user from the DTC
reading to the step-by-step testing.

Technicians can search for information on the fault code directly
from the tablet using the optional Launch Guided Diagnostic

www.launchtech.co.uk/oem-level-vehicle-diagnostics/
launch-x431-euro-turbo/
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Don’t Turn Away
Diesel Business!
DPF Professional Clean & Flush
Cleaned in 1 hour
Keep the business in your workshop
No need to remove DPF
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J02230 & J02250
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Diesel Intake Extreme Cleaning
Two stage clean for maximum eﬀect
Add extra value to your service or MOT
No expensive equipment required
For more information:

J02285 & J02280

Call: 01
1273 891 162
Email: info@kalimex.co.uk

www.jlmlubricants.com

FAST

EFFECTIVE

PROFESSIONAL

REPXPERT APP UPDATE SIMPLIFIES BONUS
POINT COLLECTION
The VIN and barcode scanning function on the REPXPERT app
has been expanded, so that it can now also read and process
the complex codes on bonus coupons that come with most
LuK, INA and FAG products. This allows garage owners and
professional technicians to use the camera on their mobile
device to simply scan and collect the points, which will be
instantly added to their REPXPERT account.
The REPXPERT app provides instant access to application
information, product updates, technical bulletins and more.
A recent update saw a VIN number reader added to the
scanning function, which is now the fastest and easiest way
of identifying the vehicle. If you don’t have the vehicle on site,
you can still use the VRM lookup to quickly access the correct
information. You can then cross check the parts when they arrive
by scanning the barcode label, which will confirm the correct

AUTOMATED CHARGING
Sealey’s new selection of fully automatic battery
chargers can be found in its Summer 2021 Promotion.
They are available in three different output charges:
SPBC8 - 8A, SPBC12 - 12A, and SPBC16 - 16A.
These 7-stage battery chargers are specifically designed
for charging a variety of GEL, AGM, lead acid and calcium
batteries, automatically selecting and charging 6, 12,
or 24V batteries depending on the battery connected.
Zero-volt battery charging enables the recovery and
charging of a completely discharged battery, providing
any load is removed from the rechargeable battery.
All three chargers feature an LED screen that displays

application info and provide direct links to any available product
and service information.
Around 3,000 technicians in the UK are using the REPXPERT app
daily. Search for ‘REPXPERT’ in the iOS or Google app stores. It is a
free download, and users can login with their existing REPXPERT
membership details or register directly from the app after
installation.

illuminated charging stages,
volts and amps output
and battery capacity. They
also feature a retractable
hanging hook and a cable
management system that
allows the clips to be stored
neatly away. They are fitted
with reverse polarity, short
circuit, over temperature and
overcharging protection. All
three come with a five-year guarantee.
The full range and latest promotions can be viewed
www.sealey.co.uk.

CLASSIC E-TYPE OWNERS CAN CUSTOMISE
SUSPENSION WITH KONI UNITS

In 1961 Jaguar introduced the E-Type to the world at the
Geneva Motor Show and sixty years on, the E-Type has become
the British Classic in the hearts and minds of car lovers and
the British public in general. How do you set about making
something great, even better? As far as suspension is concerned,
Koni believes it has the answer in its Classic Range of shock
absorbers.
technology remains similar, the dampers have been refined
and improved over the years and, with the latest internal
configuration, these are now available in Koni’s Classic dampers
range.
Performance Parts RFT offers Koni Classic dampers for all
versions of the E-Type; these are painted in Classic gloss black
and sport the Classic Koni “wing logo” to match the style of the
car. The Koni units are adjustable, providing the option to keep
original comfort levels by fitting the dampers at the minimum
position, or if the driver is intent on a sportier driving style and
ride, a half turn, or a full turn will achieve this.
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Koni introduced their famous ‘Special D’ dampers for the E-Type
back in the mid-sixties to give an improvement in overall
road handling and reduce body roll. While the basic damper

www.koniuk.co.uk
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VIDEOS CREATED TO BOOST CUSTOMER
CONFIDENCE
Workshops using the TechMan Garage Management System
now have access to more than 450 interactive and narrated
videos to help explain servicing and repairs on a range of vehicle
parts and systems to customers.
TechMan Service Assist equips front-of-house staff with the
latest technical know-how in a series of videos that fully explain
repair processes and the reasons behind them. Leo Freebairn
of TechMan explains: “There’s long been a language barrier that
vehicle owners have struggled to overcome and with today’s
technological developments in the automotive world, it’s a
barrier that’s ever-advancing.

with everything they need to fully inform customers, prompting
the authorisation needed to undertake the work required. The
videos can also be emailed or sent via text.
“Building customer confidence and trust is vital,” Leo added.
“Informed customers are far more likely to approve additional
work and return for future repairs and servicing.”

“These new videos explain complex systems in a simple and
easy-to-understand format, breaking down those hurdles which
often confuse and even put off motorists from visiting their
garage.”

Other recent developments from TechMan include MOT
Data Refresh, Haynes Pro data, and Euro Car Parts catalogue
integration.

The latest feature to be added to its growing suite of tools is
already proving popular among users. Accessed via the Garage
Management System, service reception advisors are equipped

For more information about the Garage Management System or
to arrange a demonstration, call 01604 666 720 or visit
www.techmangms.com

Making an enquiry?
Please mention you saw it in
Autotechnician!

OFFER YOUR CUSTOMERS THIS
GUARANTEED MOT EMISSIONS PASS

Deposits quickly build up on the injectors (and inside the engine) leading
to inefficient combustion, reduced MPG and increased emissions
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All of the parts cover popular vehicle makes and
models, with one of the new Euro 6 petrol cats being
applicable for the Fiat 500X1.6CC, and another covering
the Vauxhall Astra 1.4CC Mk.7. A Euro 5 petrol cat to
cover the Dacia Sandero 1.6CC 8V and one to cover the
Ford Fiesta 1.4CC 16V is also now available. The two
connecting pipes offer coverage on the Nissan Note
1.5CC dCi.
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CLEAN ENGINES RUN CLEANER
FOR MORE DETAILS CALL 01284 777934

The company currently exports to over 35 countries
worldwide and provides car parc coverage to more
than 280,000 vehicles across Europe.

*Excludes cars that have any modified engine or emissions
control devices, or mechanical faults leading to raised emissions

Specialists in Preventative Maintenance and Performance Restoration
www.bgprod.co.uk | T: 01284 777934 | Email: info@bgprod.co.uk
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BM Catalysts, UK manufacturer and exporter of catalytic
converters, DPFs and front pipes, has extended its
range with six products, including four catalytic
converters and two new connecting pipes.

When BG Emissions Reduction /Fuel Saver Treatments are used
with your car’s Service, BG-GB will Guarantee that your car
passes its next MOT Emissions Test within one year
of the Service Or Your Money Back*

P-MPG-FSS
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ONGOING R&D RESULTS IN NEW
REFERENCES

www.bmcatalysts.co.uk

Alive and kicking!
How the British Motor Show united car
fans, technicians, and the UK automotive
industry
By Thomas Harrison-Lord

The sight of the adults lusting over a car from their 20s, the
youth queuing for a go on a simulator, the sting of £8 for
lunch… Oh, it’s good to be back.

Our spirits have also been lifted, and now it was time to look
to the future and consider the constant evolution of the
automotive trade.
Held at the Farnborough International Exhibition and
Conference Centre, right next to the private, jet-laden
Farnborough Airport runway, there was a profusion of new
cars, classic cars, electric cars, automotive personalities and
even a Fiat Idea understeering its way around an AutoSOLO
event. I visited on a Thursday as this was also the National
Automotive Industry Day. Here, the worlds of car enthusiasm
and business met head on – with the serious discussions about

Old didn’t just meet new at the car displays either, as there
was a clash of opinions during the industry talks. Down the far
end of the event was a dedicated building entitled the Select
Electric Motor Show. Inside was almost every electric car that’s
currently on sale, but before you took a seat inside a Porsche
Taycan, a Sinclair C5 greeted you upon entry. A reminder as to
just how far we have come since 1985’s plastic-fantastic pedal
car with a 12-volt lead-acid battery.

Matt Cleevely from Cleevely Electric Vehicles

BRITISH MOTOR SHOW

Brusque opening remarks aside, seeing several thousand
people in one venue for the first time since early 2020 was
almost emotional. We’ve come a long way over the past 18
months, and the British Motor Show marked the first major
automotive event since recent restrictions were lifted.

the digitized and electrified future juxtaposed by a collection
of classic Citroens. I sat in a Hyundai IONIQ 5, drove a Ford
Mustang Mach-E, and then enjoyed a display of Caterhams
bouncing off their rev limiters while eliciting wild responses
from passengers who were being flung around in a plume of
smoke.
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If life
becomes
a struggle
we’re here
to help
www.ben.org.uk
Helpline 08081 311 333

Sign up for tips, advice and tools:
www.ben.org.uk/signup
Find plenty of advice, online chat and self-help tools on our
website, or talk to us on the helpline, free and in complete
confidence, Monday to Friday 8am–8pm.

Here for the
automotive
industry

The most pleasing surprise of the entire event was the AC
Series 1 Electric. Established in 1901, AC Cars is still producing
box-fresh inimitable two-seaters, but now instead of a
thundering eight-cylinder, you can order one with battery
propulsion. The company uses brand new batteries, motors
and ancillaries to transform the driving experience. A Type 2
charging port is at the rear, the connector under a polished
metal fuel filler cap – as it should be. Power still goes to the rear
wheels, and I imagine that the 0-60mph time of four seconds
feels a lot brisker with the roof off and low seating position.

Lamborghini Huracán STO

“We still make a version with a 2.3-litre engine and the
Superblower Mark IV with a 378 cubic inch V8 at 650bhp,”
explained Jon Peeke-Vout, Operations Manager at AC.

It was this part of the show where I found many enthusiastic
people. The sort of energetic inventory types who spend
weekends tinkering away in a garage or solving complex
puzzles. The next Alan Turing or even Sir Clive Sinclairs of the
world, perhaps.
Alex of Electrogenic was on hand to explain how they are
converting classic cars into modern weekend toys powered
by batteries. There’s nothing particularly new here now several
classic car experts have turned their hands to EV conversions,
but two things stood out alongside the increasingly typical
Beetle engine swap. One, they’d converted a Morgan, and two,
their example Porsche 356 C used brand-new batteries and
motor.
Many conversions currently use salvaged Tesla components,
the good bits of which are fashioned into complete battery
packs. The Kidlington-based Retro-EV (R-EV) creator offers that
too.
One reason for the use of used components is Tesla’s notoriety
for simply not supplying the aftermarket. The company likes
to quote for entire battery pack replacements or new vehicles
as opposed to replacing or repairing parts – check out Rich
Rebuilds on YouTube – there simply isn’t a battery or motor
supply chain for the aftermarket.
But, by establishing its own supply route to brand-new
batteries and motors, Electrogenic is pioneering within this
burgeoning scene. Sure, it costs more than the repurposed
Tesla option, and is different in its design to the Silicon Valley
affair, but it also means they can provide the customer with a
warranty and when a full EV swap and restoration costs north
of £30,000, that piece of mind is invaluable.

Ford Mustang Mach-E BEV

“But we have to move forward too. Everything is new. We work
with a company called Falcon Electric and the battery packs
and software are bespoke to this car. It’s all made in the UK.”
If the longest running continuous British car company is
moving with the times, I take that as a sign that now is the
time to adapt. Chapeau to them. Both the EV conversion and
brand-new production of EVs takes a very particular set of
skills, skills that – no, this isn’t a Liam Neeson film – requires
specialist training.
The Road to 2030
I’m sure that you were well aware, as an astute reader of
Autotechnician, that the IMI research in December 2020
revealed that just five per cent of technicians in the UK are
currently qualified to work on EVs. IMI CEO Steve Nash took
part in a panel debate to discuss the hurdles ahead on ‘The
Road to 2030’.

“In these changing times, we need more highly skilled young
people to come into our apprenticeship programmes. They are
as educational as doing a degree, so it's a very, very, high level.
You actually start work and end up with some money, so you
don’t accumulate debt, and you can end up with a job for life.”

Hyundai IONQ 5 BEV

The change in the industry was further backed up by Matt
Cleevely from Cleevely Electric Vehicles, who has often
frequented these haloed pages on several occasions and also

BRITISH MOTOR SHOW

The urgent need for training was a point hammered home by
Dave Reece, an automotive industry veteran and founder of
School of Thought, an organisation that helps young people
become work-ready. “Cars are becoming electric, they are
autonomous, and they are super exciting to work on,” he
explained.
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Ford GT

Either way, I’m happy that there are now events again where
on the one hand we can studiously discuss the future with
intense debates – one particular discussion on the NAID stage
got particularly terse at one point, weighing up the National
Grid’s ability to charge EVs. Answer: You shouldn’t worry
about the Grid, it’s the availability of chargers that is the key
issue – and on the other, simply enjoy a subject that links our
sometimes fragmented nation together; our love of cars.

had a presence at the event. “We get EVs the main dealers can't
fix, because they don’t have the trained technicians required to
complete the work,” he highlighted.
“On some of these early Nissan Leafs and Renault Zoes, for
example, charging components are now seven-eight years old.
Compared to a direct ICE equivalent, there can be increased
tyre and suspension wear because the batteries make them
heavier.
Car SOS discussion

Fiat Idea challenge

“Brake corrosion and seizing is a big thing. Brakes don't wear as
much because of the one-pedal driving regenerative braking
provides, but they can seize and that’s a safety concern.

I’ll take a R-EV Citroen DS for the weekend and a Toyota
GR Yaris for the commute, please. Or maybe the other
way around. Either way, these proposed governmental
deadlines. They aren’t to be decried, but to be embraced,
as if the diversity of vehicles, interests, and topics on
display at the British Motor Show is anything to go by,
these next 14 years are going to be the most fascinating
this industry has ever been through.

“As an independent, I wanted to know what the future of my
job is going to be, so now we are able to offer a dedicated EV
servicing and repair service.”

BRITISH MOTOR SHOW

And if this all sounds like too much EV talk, I apologise. But that
was the resounding theme for me. There may have been one
of the pre-production Lamborghini Huracán STOs on display,
Mike Brewer working his socks off on the Live Arena and North
Kent’s finest Lotus selection – but all I kept hearing was ‘2030’.
What will happen to classic cars in 2030? How can you train for
2030? Will you make the jump before 2030? It was ringing in
my ears all day. Or was that simply because I was standing too
close to the screeching Pirellis of the Paul Swift stunt driving
team? Hard to tell.

Caterham donuts
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The road to 2030: Steve Nash, IMI; Craig Goodfellow, Aero Truck;
Chris Pateman-Jones, Connected Kerb; Mike Rutherford, Cofounder Auto Express, President of the show
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